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We provide the Barrett-Crane spin foam model for quantum gravity with a discrete action princi-
ple, consisting in the usual BF term with discretized simplicity constraints which in the continuum
turn topological BF theory into gravity. The setting is the same as usually considered in the lit-
erature: space-time is cut into 4-simplices, the connection describes how to glue these 4-simplices
together and the action is a sum of terms depending on the holonomies around each triangle. We
impose the discretized simplicity constraints on disjoint tetrahedra and we show how the Lagrange
multipliers distort the parallel transport and the correlations between neighbouring simplices. We
then construct the discretized BF action using a non-commutative ⋆-product between SU(2) plane
waves. We show how this naturally leads to the Barrett-Crane model. This clears up the geometrical
meaning of the model. We discuss the natural generalization of this action principle and the spin
foam models it leads to. We show how the recently introduced spinfoam fusion coefficients emerge
with a non-trivial measure. In particular, we recover the Engle-Pereira-Rovelli spinfoam model by
weakening the discretized simplicity constraints. Finally, we identify the two sectors of Plebanski’s
theory and we give the analog of the Barrett-Crane model in the non-geometric sector.
Introduction
Striving to make sense of a quantum theory of gravitation, several approaches have converged towards the con-
struction of the spin foam formalism as a promising non-perturbative framework to describe quantum theories in a
background-independent context. A spin foam is ultimately a combinatorial object given by a 2-complex, possibly
seen as dual to a triangulation, whose simplices are labeled by data from the representation theory of a given group.
If loop quantum gravity has given a clear picture of the kinematics of the theory in terms of spin networks, spin foams
are expected to provide a representation of their (gauge) dynamics, generated by the Hamiltonian constraint, and
thus to give a tool to define transition amplitudes [1]. On the other hand, it has been shown that path integrals for
lattice gauge theories can be formulated as sums over spin foams living on the lattice [2]. In particular, spin foams
living on a single triangulation are well adapted to topological BF theories [3, 4]. In the 3d case, where SU(2) BF
theory corresponds to gravity, they have been shown to yield the correct quantization [5]. The group representation
data defining each spin foam can be interpreted, using the canonical analysis, as quantized flux observables [6].
Several models have applied for describing quantum gravity. Among them, the most studied is the Barrett-Crane
(BC) model [7], the first non-topological model. The study of its semi-classical limit has revealed that the two-point
function exhibits the correct behaviour with regards to the distance [8], but that it fails to reproduce the expected
tensorial structure of the free graviton propagator of spin 2 [9]. New propositions have been made to correct the
drawbacks of the BC model [10, 11, 12, 13], including a Lorentzian version [14], and with a finite Immirzi parameter
[15]. The edification of these works is based on different foundations. First, there exists a reformulation of the action
of general relativity as a topological BF theory with additional constraints C quadratic in the 2-form B ∈ so(4):
SGR(B,A) = SBF (B,A) + λ C(B) (1)
where λ stands for the Lagrange multipliers imposing these so-called simplicity constraints. They express that B
is the wedge product of a tetrad, restoring the degrees of freedom of GR [16]. The idea is thus to start with the
standard spin foam model for BF theory and to introduce the constraints at the quantum level. Their discretization
involves different subsimplices of the triangulated manifold, the most discussed being the so-called diagonal and cross-
simplicity constraints, respectively taking place at each triangle and each tetrahedron. Efforts have thus concentrated
on the quantization of the geometry of a tetrahedron [17], which is the natural arena for the Hamiltonian framework,
using geometric quantization [18] to define a state space and quantum observables. According to the symplectic
structure, the variables discretizing the field B are promoted to generators of so(4) at the quantum level (see [11, 15]
typically). The constraints can then be solved inducing restrictions on the spin data labelling the quantum states of
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2the tetrahedron. From this Hamiltonian perspective, the BC model strongly imposes the constraints. But they form
a second class system (see [19] for a comparison of the different models in this regard), and have thus to be weakly
imposed to avoid the loss of degrees of freedom. This is precisely the purpose of [10].
The issues are then to insert these results into the spin foam and to stick tetrahedra together. This is usually
done by identifying the spin data of the spin foam with the labels of the tetrahedron state space, as in [6] in the 3d
case. Indeed, it enables to assign the same spin to each copy of a triangle as a regluing process. Notice also that
the amplitude of BC model was built considering a single 4-simplex. From the point of view of [12], the regluing of
tetrahedra is correctly performed in this model, but that of 4-simplices is failing, forgetting that each tetrahedron is
shared by two 4-simplices.
The standard way thus involves a recourse to both the Hamiltonian and the Lagrangian methods, together with
a gluing process which takes place at their meeting point. We here consider the purely Lagrangian point of view,
discretizing the functional integral. This approach has already been explored to perturbatively define and compute
generating functionals of theories written as a BF term plus a (local) polynomial potential in B [20]. This work is in
particular based on the ability of performing the integration over the field B in pure BF lattice model. It remains
unclear how such an integration can be exactly performed for a constrained BF theory like (1) (see however [21]
for an interesting path integral formulation of the new spin foam models, but not exactly based on the standard
BF discretized action). A second aspect in [20] and [21], which is certainly related to the ability of performing the
integration over B, is the breaking up of the simplicial decomposition into disjoint 4-simplices. One thus consider
an action for each 4-simplex and compute its partition function in terms of boundary variables for the connection,
without an explicit regluing for B (except the above-mentioned process based on the canonical analysis).
In this note, we provide an action for the BC model, which consists of a BF term supplemented with the usual
discretization of the simplicity constraints. This makes clear the physical setting of the BC model. The BF part of
the action is built on disjoint tetrahedra, and the constraints are independently imposed on each of them. There is
no explicit regluing of the variables B assigned to different copies of a triangle, but a gluing process with boundary
variables for the connection instead. Such a process is obviously sufficient for pure BF theory. However, we will
show that the Lagrange multipliers imposing the contraints behave as sources for the curvature, and make this gluing
fail to give the correct relations of parallel transport. The BC model has long been suspected because of its lack of
correlation between neighbouring simplices. It clearly appears here that the key point in this regard is the gluing
between tetrahedra once simplicity has been taken into account for each of them. As a way-out in the spirit of
Regge calculus, one may think of a gluing involving the field B, before its integration. We also provide a very simple
parametrization of these correlations which could be useful to get some flexibility to modify the BC model.
We clarify some issues concerning the BC model. Our parametrization of the constraints enables to identify the
physically relevant part of the partition function and to use a freedom in the measure to show that the BC model
weakly implements simplicity with specific fluctuations. The measure to be used is the most natural from the point
of view of SU(2) lattice gauge theory. Another essential aspect is that the formulation (1) contains gravity and also
a non-geometric sector. The two sectors are clearly identified and a spin foam model for the analog of the BC model
in the non-geometric sector is given.
The spin foam models of [10, 11, 12] intend to correct the BC model in the view of different defects: it is supposed
to strongly impose simplicity for [10], or to be built on disjoint 4-simplices for [12]. The main feature of these models
is the amplitude of a 4-simplex, based on the 15j-symbol for Spin(4) with some fusion coefficients which supplant the
BC intertwiner. The amplitudes for triangles and tetrahedra however differ. The fusion coefficients are here shown
to appear in the framework of the BC model with a non-trivial measure. They are thus very natural objects when
trying to implement metricity and are not specific to the new models.
The organization of the paper is as follows. The first section reviews standard results of spin foam quantization
for Spin(4) BF theory. In the second section, we study the implementation of diagonal simplicity in the functional
integral. This is indeed usually considered as the starting point to impose cross-simplicity, though it has never been
precisely studied from this point of view. This is the simplest modification of the BF spin foam model making it
non-topological. We tackle the issue of cross-simplicity in section III. The analysis is based on the formulation of
[10], and the BC model is derived from a discrete action principle. We use a freedom in the measure to generalize the
BC model in section IV, and show how the fusion coefficients of the new spin foam models naturally emerge in this
setting. The measure is also used to weaken the implementation of the constraints so as to recover the new spin foam
models. We close this note with a discussion concerning the physical setting of the BC model and its improvement.
During the process of writing up the present paper, Conrady and Freidel [21, 22] also provided a path integral
formalism for the new Engle-Pereira-Rovelli and Freidel-Krasnov spin foam models. Their approach is different from
ours since the purpose of their path integral is to exactly reproduce the amplitudes of these spin foam amplitudes,
while our formalism starts from the generic path integral for the discretized BF theory and explores how to impose the
simplicity constraints in a clear geometric way. At the end of their day, the present work allows to derive a larger class
of spinfoam models and provides them with a clear geometric meaning while the Conrady-Freidel framework is more
3specific to the Engle-Pereira-Rovelli and Freidel-Krasnov spin foam models and allows to extract their (semi-)classical
behavior.
I. REVIEW OF SPIN FOAMS FOR BF THEORY AND THE DISCRETIZED SIMPLICITY
CONSTRAINTS
Let us first review some basics facts about the conventional spin foam model for topological Spin(4) BF theory.
We will all along use the splittings of the group, Spin(4)= SU(2)× SU(2) and of its algebra, spin(4) = su(2)⊕ su(2).
Consider a triangulation of a 4-manifold. The basis of Regge discretisation, in four dimensional spacetime, is to
concentrate curvature on 2-simplices. Tetrahedra and 4-simplices are thus flat, and immmersed in the 4-manifold
with arbitrary, and so a priori different frames, that is local coordinates for the ’internal’ space, carrying the vectorial
representation of Spin(4). The spin foams then lie on the 2-complex dual to the triangulation. We will indifferently
denote the triangles and their dual faces by f , the tetrahedra and the edges of the dual faces by τ , and the 4-simplices,
dual to vertices, by v.
In the continuum, the theory is defined by the classical action SBF =
∫
tr(B ∧ F ), where B is a spin(4)-valued
2-form, and F the curvature of a Spin(4) connection. We define the generators τi = −iσi/2 of su(2), where the
matrices σi are the Pauli matrices, which are anti-hermitian matrices satisfying [τi, τj ] = ǫ
k
ij τk. The trace ’tr’ over
su(2) is the conventional trace, with the normalisation: tr(τiτj) = − δij2 . The discrete connection consists of Spin(4)
group elements Gvτ = (g+vτ , g−vτ ) allowing parallel transport between frames along the boundary edges of the dual
faces. The orientation of each dual edge induces an orientation between each pair of 4-simplices sharing a tetrahedron.
The basic variables are, for each τ , the holonomies Gs(τ)τ and Gτt(τ) representing the parallel transport between the
4-simplex source s(τ) and τ , and between τ and its 4-simplex target t(τ). Composing these elements and given
an orientation of each face, we define the holonomies around the faces1, Gf (v0) = Gv0τ1Gτ1v1Gv1τ2 · · · , v0 being a
base-point for f . Such a discrete holonomy can be transported in another frame of the boundary of f , e.g. that of a
tetrahedron, by the following obvious formula:
Gf (τ) = G
−1
v0τ Gf (v0)Gv0τ (2)
where Gv0τ turns around f using the onwards path from v0 to τ . We discretize the continuous 2-form B on the
triangles of the triangulation, with respect to the local frame of a tetrahedron, Bf (τ), or that of a 4-simplex, Bf (v).
Each Bf is a bivector, that is an element of spin(4), Bf = b+f ⊕ b−f , where each b±f can be seen both as a su(2)
matrix or a 3-vector in agreement with its definition: b± = b
i
±τi, with b
i
±f =
1
2 (
1
2ǫ
i
jkB
jk ± B0i). There is several
ways to consistently define the bivectors together with the rules for parallelly transporting them. A natural way2is
to first define Bf (v0) for a base-point v0, dual to a 4-simplex, and then, using the orientation of f and the elements
Gτv, define the bivector in the other frames:
Bf (τ1) = G
−1
v0τ1 Bf (v0)Gv0τ1 , Bf (v1) = G
−1
τ1v1 Bf (τ1)Gτ1v1 (3)
and so on until τn is reached as in figure 1. The relations (2) and (3) ensure that the discrete action for BF theory,
shown below, does not depend on the choice of a base-point for each dual face.
The Spin(4) gauge covariance reflects the arbitrariness in the choice of local orthonormal bases for the (flat)
4-simplices and tetrahedra. The gauge transformation K thus acts through Spin(4) group elements Kv and Kτ
associated to 4-simplices and tetrahedra which rotate the local frames, as in the framework introduced in [10]:
K ⊲ Bf (v) = Kv Bf (v) K
−1
v (4)
K ⊲ Gvτ = Kv Gvτ K
−1
τ (5)
The gauge invariant discretized BF action is then:
SBF =
∑
f
Tr
(
Bf (v0)Gf (v0)
)
=
∑
f
tr
(
b+f(v0) g+f (v0)
)
+ tr
(
b−f (v0) g−f(v0)
)
(6)
1 We suppose for the sake of notation that the orientation of each dual edge coincides with that of the dual face f .
2 Another method often used in spin foams is to divide dual faces into several pieces corresponding to the choice of a boundary simplex.
The so-called wedges correspond to pairs (f, v). Geometrically, it means that the initial triangulation has been broken up into disjoint
simplices. One can then define independent bivectors for each piece and reglue simplices in a specific way. It will be detailed in the next
sections, for we will argue that the natural setting of the BC model corresponds to using pairs (f, τ).
4Bf(v0)
Bf(τ1) = G
−1
v0τ1
Bf(v0)Gv0τ1
Bf(v1) = G
−1
v0v1
Bf(v0)Gv0v1
Bf(τn)
Bf(τ2)
FIG. 1: The dual face f is equipped with an orientation and a base-point. The bivector Bf (v0) is defined in the frame of this
base-point, and then parallelly transported along the boundary of f until Bf (τn) is reached. This ensures that the action for
BF theory does not depend on the choice of the base-points.
in which the traces are independent of the chosen frames thanks to (3). It is also clear that (6) is invariant under
the change B˜f (v0) = Gf (v0)
nBf (v0)Gf (v0)
−n for any n, since: tr(B˜f (v0)Gf (v0)) = tr(Bf (v0)Gf (v0)). This way of
thinking avoids imposing that Bf (v0) is left invariant by Gf (v0). Such a relation, well-known in Regge calculus, comes
in fact from the discretization of an equation of motion of Plebanski’s action (we come back to this point in sections
III C and V). Thus it may be sufficient to get it as e.o.m. for the discrete action principle as in [22] for the new spin
foam models.
The spin foam model is then defined as the partition function for this action, and can be interpreted as a discrete
way to compute the volume of the moduli space of flat connections. Indeed, the dynamical variables are the bivectors
and the holonomies along the dual edges Gτ ≡ Gs(τ)τGτt(τ), and the partition function reads:
ZBF =
∫ ∏
τ
dGτ
∫ ∏
f
dBf e
i
P
f Tr
(
Gf (v)Bf (v)
)
(7)
=
∫ ∏
τ
dGτ
∏
f
δ
(
Gf
)
(8)
where dB is the Lebesgue measure on spin(4) = R3 ⊕ R3, and dG = dg+ dg− is the Haar measure on the group
Spin(4)= SU(2) × SU(2). The action being linear in each Bf , their integrations lead to delta functions over the
group for the holonomies around the dual faces3. This is precisely the types of computations we want to perform for
non-topological theories. In particular, the result of the integrations over the bivectors expressed as a function over
the group gives a great part of the physical content of the theory. Here, it is a simple discretization of the condition
asking for flatness of the connection [3] and, as in the continuum, bivectors are straightforwardly interpreted as
Lagrange multipliers. Expanding the condition δ(Gf ) according to the usual formula δ(g) =
∑
j djχj(g) for SU(2)
group elements g, where dj ≡ 2j + 1 is the dimension of the irreducible representation of spin j, the dual faces are
labelled with representations (j+f,, j−f ):
ZBF =
∫ ∏
τ
dGτ
∑
{(j+f,,j−f )}
∏
f
dj+fdj−f χj+f
(
g+f
)
χj−f
(
g−f
)
(9)
In the continuum, the action of general relativity can be written as that of BF theory supplemented with additional
constraints which ensure that the field B comes from the wedge product of a tetrad. They read:
ǫIJKL B
IJ
µν B
KL
λσ ∝ ǫµνλσ (10)
3 The integrals over Bf is not altered when changing g+f or g−f into its opposite, so that the delta functions are in fact over SO(3)×SO(3)
(see next section).
5where µ, ν, λ, σ are spacetime indices. In fact, the theory consists in two sectors, only one describing gravitation,
which we will call the geometric sector, with BIJ = ǫIJKL e
K ∧ eL for a tetrad 1-form e. The non-geometric sector,
often given the misleading name of topological, is characterized by BIJ = eI ∧ eJ (see [16] for details). Its equations
of motion only impose the vanishing of torsion and leave curvature free. The so-called simplicity constraints are
conventionnally discretized on simplices of different dimensions:
i)Diagonal simplicity constraints: ǫIJKLB
IJ
f B
KL
f = 0, for a single triangle (11)
ii)Cross-simplicity constraints: ǫIJKLB
IJ
f B
KL
f ′ = 0, for two triangles of a tetrahedron (12)
iii)Volume constraints: ǫIJKLB
IJ
f B
KL
f ′ ∝ Vv, for f and f ′ sharing a point in the 4-simplex v (13)
in which we have dropped the frame labels. The diagonal constraints express that the bivector of each face is simple,
while the cross-simplicity constraints relate the bivectors of each tetrahedron. The third constraint (13), taking place
at the level of each 4-simplex v, ask for the volume of v to be independent of the bivectors used to compute it. It
has been shown (see [10] for instance) that (13) can be replaced with the closure relation,
∑
f⊂∂τ Bf (τ) = 0 for each
tetrahedron. The latter is usually taken for granted since it is an equation of motion of BF theory. It will also be the
case here for the models under consideration.
Thinking of adding the constraints to the BF action (6), a natural idea is to use the fact that they are quadratic in
the field B, so that Gaussian integrations can be performed. However, this does not turn out to be a great advantage
in this context, even for the diagonal constraint (11) which involves only one triangle. Indeed, expressions (11), (12)
and (13) are not usual polynomial integrations in B, but constraints imposed with Lagrange multipliers instead. One
has then to deal with determinants involving these Lagrange multipliers. This approach can be nevertheless fruitful
in other contexts, for example in [27] which investigates the renormalization of Plebanski’s action. A reformulation
of the discretized constraints (11) and (12) has been introduced in [10], and used in [11, 12, 13], which clarifies their
geometric interpretation. It simply expresses that a tetrahedron whose triangles are labelled by bivectors satisfying
the constraints spans a three dimensional subspace of Minkowski space (that is the ’internal space’), so that there
exists for each tetrahedron a unit vector Nτ orthogonal to each of its faces in the following sense:
ǫIJKL N
J
τ B
KL
f = 0 or NτJB
IJ
f = 0, (14)
respectively for the gravitational and non-geometric sectors. In the following sections, we will use another parametri-
sation, using SU(2) group elements, which can be straightforwardly interpreted in terms of (14).
II. SIMPLICITY OF A SINGLE BIVECTOR
In this section, we introduce basic ingredients from which non-topological spin foam models can be derived in a
clean way, by looking in details at the diagonal constraints (11). First, it can be seen as an exercise to the challenge
of imposing the cross-simplicity constraints. Our derivation of the BC model will be based on the same method.
Second, the effects of the diagonal constraints have not been investigated so far from the point of view of the lattice
path integral. The physical content of (11) is that each Bf , or equivalently their Hodge dual, ⋆B
IJ
f =
1
2ǫ
IJ
KLB
KL
f ,
is simple, that is to say that it is an anti-symmetrized product of vectors, u[IvJ]. It thus corresponds to a genuine
non-topological model.
The diagonal constraints (11) are usually imposed thanks to a geometric interpretation which identifies the Spin(4)
representations (j+f , j−f ) labelling faces in the state-sum model (9) for BF theory, with a quantization of the triangle
areas. Such an identification is motivated by the canonical analysis of the discrete action. It then leads to implementing
the diagonal constraints by imposing the equality of the self-dual and anti-self-dual representations j+f = j−f ,
which corresponds to the simple representations of Spin(4). Here, we show in a rigourous way to what extent this
implementation is correct.
The usual imposition of the constraints (11), which borrows tools from geometric quantization, leads to the following
partition function:
Zsimple =
∫ ∏
τ
dGτ
∏
f
Zf(Gf ), (15)
where Zf (Gf ) =
∑
jf
dkjf χjf
(
g+f
)
χjf
(
g−f
)
(16)
with k = 2 defining the usual face amplitude. We will show how the discrete path integral for the BF action with the
diagonal constraints naturally gives (16) with k = 0, that is a trivial face amplitude, and how this result generalizes
6to:
Zf (Gf ) = χ
(
g+f
) ∑
jf
χjf
(
g+f
)
χjf
(
g−f
)
(17)
where χ is a SU(2) class function, typically a character, to ensure the gauge invariance of Zf . χ is a measure ambiguity
of the path integral, and as we will see, the models defined by (17) share the same basic physical features due to (11).
When χ is a character, it induces simple shifts of the spin of the self-dual character. The reason why (17) does not
break the symmetry between the self-dual and anti-self-dual sectors will be clear below.
Since our aim is to explicitly perform the integrals over the bivectors in the partition function, the key point is to
find a convenient parametrization of the solutions to (11). Decompose the bivectors Bf into self-dual and anti-self-dual
parts: Bf = ~b+f ⊕~b−f , with bi±f given above. The diagonal simplicity constraint is then very easy to deal with. It
reads: |~b+f |2 = |~b−f |2, that is the self-dual and anti-self-dual parts of Bf have equal norm. Thus, there exists a SU(2)
rotation hf which maps one into the other:
b−f = −h−1f b+f hf (18)
written in the adjoint representation. Since the bivectors are defined in specific frames, so are the rotations, hf (v) or
hf (τ). As explained in [11], the rotation hf has the following interpretation. The Spin(4) group element Hf = (hf , id)
maps the vector N (0) = (1, 0, 0, 0) into a unit vector Nf orthogonal to the Hodge dual of Bf , ǫIJKL N
J
f B
KL
f = 0.
Note that there is a sign ambiguity: we could have simply chosen b−f = h
−1
f b+fhf . Then, the vector Nf = HfN
(0)
is orthogonal to Bf . This ambiguity is related to the fact that the simplicity constraints are solved in the continuum
by two different sectors. The geometric one corresponds to the solution B = ⋆(e ∧ e) for a tetrad 1-form e, while the
non-geometric one corresponds to B = e ∧ e. As shown in [11], the sign ambiguity distinguishes between these two
sectors, although it is irrelevant as far as one only deals with diagonal simplicity. In the following sections, we will be
able to identify the two sectors at the quantum level, since we will only have to identify them at the classical level in
the path integral. Our analysis will be done for the geometric sector all along the paper, except when it is interesting
to compare expressions between the two sectors, in which case it will be explicitly stated.
Instead of imposing (18) with delta functions, we add them to the action with SU(2) Lagrange multpliers qf :
Sdiag =
∑
f
Tr
(
Bf (v)Gf (v)
)
+ tr
[
qf (v)
(
b−f (v) + hfb+fh
−1
f (v)
)]
(19)
The choice of qf ∈ SU(2) is the natural choice since the equations of motion obtained by varying (19) with respect to
b−f and b+f clearly relate g−f and g+f to qf and hfqfh
−1
f . Since the action is linear in the bivectors, integrating them
projects the fields to these equations of motion, so they will be detailed just below. We allow for a general measure µ
for the Lagrange multipliers, thus taking into account different possible weights for the quantity (b−f + h
−1
f b+fhf ):
Zdiag,f,µ =
∫
dBf e
itr(BfGf )
∫
dhf δ˜µ
(
b−f + h
−1
f b+fhf
)
(20)
with δ˜µ(xf ) =
∫
SU(2)
dqf µ(qf ) exp
{
itr[qfxf ]
}
(21)
Because of the gauge transformation properties of (b−f + h
−1
f b+fhf ), hf transforms with the self-dual SU(2) on the
left and the anti-self-dual SU(2) on the right. qf transforms under the adjoint representation of the anti-self-dual
sector, and µ is then taken to be a class function. It is easy to see4 that the strong imposition of the constraints, that
is δ˜µ = δ, is realized for µ(q) = |tr q|. We will find a precise relation between µ and the function χ of (17).
The integral over the bivector Bf in (20) can easily be performed with the help of (A2):
Zdiag,f,µ =
1
|tr(g+f) tr(g−f )|
∫
dhfdqf µ(qf ) δ
(
g−f qf
)
δ
(
g+f hf qf h
−1
f
)
(22)
4 The Haar measure over SU(2) can be related to the Lebesgue measure over R3 with the help of a factor |trq| taking into account the
structure of the multiplication law of SU(2) and its compactness (see appendix A). Strictly speaking, it is not true that we have in this
case eδµ = δ since the domain of integration remains compact. One can see however that it has the same effect, by first integrating the
bivectors. In particular, the trivial weight here gives:
R
dg eitr(bg) =
J1(|b|)
|b|
whose maximum value is reached for |b| = 0, J1 being the
Bessel function of the first kind of order 1, up to irrelevant coefficients.
7The delta functions in this equation are in fact over SO(3) and not SU(2) 5. Thus, the Lagrange multipliers qf stand
for the holonomies and relate the anti-self-dual part g−f to the self-dual part g+f conjugated by hf :
Zdiag,f,µ =
µ(g−f )
|tr(g+f ) tr(g−f )|
∫
dhf δ
(
g+f hf g
−1
−f h
−1
f
)
(23)
Since (23) imposes g+f and g−f to be related by group conjugation, it is clear that they share the same class angle.
Since µ is a class function, we have µ(g−f ) = µ(g+f ). The key quantity in (23), responsible for the non-topological
character of the model, is obviously δ(g+fhfg
−1
−fh
−1
f ), which peaks the amplitude on classical configurations. Notice
indeed that the group element g+fhfg
−1
f is just the result of parallelly transporting the rotation hf around the dual
face f . The amplitude thus selects holonomies which preserve the normal vector Nf defined by hf for each face. This
restriction on the holonomy degrees of freedom can be seen as a characterization or a definition of the model, exactly
as the BF action serves as an action principle for the model defined by the flatness condition, δ(Gf ) (8).
Using the usual expansion δ(g) =
∑
j djχj(g) and the Peter-Weyl theorem, the integrations over the rotations
simply lead to:
Zdiag,f,µ =
µ(g+f )
(tr g+f)
2
∑
jf
χjf
(
g+f
)
χjf
(
g−f
)
(24)
which is precisely (17) with measure factors related by: µ(g) = (tr g)2χ(g). Thus, to get rid of them in the final
expression, we have to choose µ(g) = (tr g)2, which corresponds to imposing the diagonal constraints, not with a
delta, but with:
χ = 1 ←− δ˜µ(~x) = J1(|~x|) + J3(|~x|)|~x| (25)
instead, up to irrelevant factors. Here, J1 and J3 are Bessel functions of the first kind defined by: Jn(x) =
1
πin
∫ π
0 e
ix cos θ cos(nθ)dθ. The function (J1(x) + J3(x))/x is peaked around 0, but with a finite width. This means
that some fluctuations around the solutions of the diagonal constraints are allowed. These fluctuations are such that
that integrating over the bivectors Bf yields true delta functions over the group in (23). Since we build spin foam
models from group integrals, this measure is a natural choice.
More generally, inserting a character µ(g) = χl(g) in the representation of spin l can be translated into the choice:
δ˜χl(~x) =
J2l+1(|~x|)
|~x| (26)
Such a function is not peaked around 0 anymore (it even vanishes at that point for all l > 1). Instead, it has
a maximum which is reached for a value of x depending on l. The fact that we nevertheless obtain the BF theory
restricted to simple representations of Spin(4) can be traced back to the special form of δ˜µ, given as a Fourier transform
evaluated at b−f + h
−1
f b+fhf . Then, upon integrating the bivector, the field configurations are always restricted to
those satisfying g+f = hfg−fh
−1
f .
Let us introduce a new way to insert the constraints into the discrete path integral. This way of proceeding will
be argued in this work to be very natural, and will give a very clean action principle for the BC spin foam model.
Since equation (22) enforces the SU(2) variables qf to be the holonomies, the constraints should be better introduced
into the action in a way which respects the group structure and avoids the measure factors (tr g−f )
2. Indeed, the
constraints have been naively added to the action in (19), so that the latter involves sums of group elements like:
tr[b−f(g−f + qf )]. The measure factors |trg| in (22) are directly due to summing group elements instead of using
the natural SU(2) multiplication law (see (A2)), and do not have any clear meaning. The adapted tool is thus a
non-commutative addition ⊕ which multiply group elements instead of summing them:
etr(bg)⊕tr(bh) ≡ etr(bgh) 6= etr(b(g+h)) (27)
It deforms the composition of plane waves when the momentum space is given by the group SU(2). This new operation
is naturally compatible with the SU(2) group multiplication and removes in a natural way all weird measure factors.
5 Indeed, the expression
R
d3b exp(itr(bg)) does not distinguishes between g and −g (see appendix A). Thus, the expansion into characters
to be used in the following is: δSO(3)(g) =
P
j∈N djχj(g), and all irreducible representations are of integral spin.
8More precisely, we will show that it implicitly takes into account the measure (25). It is quite convenient when working
with lattice gauge theories involving elements from both a Lie group and it Lie algebra. In particular, it was already
shown to arise when looking at observables in the Ponzano-Regge spinfoam model for 3d quantum gravity [30].
The diagonal simplicity constraints can be implemented at the level of the action with the following form:
S⋆,diag =
∑
f
Tr
(
Bf (v)Gf (v)
)
⊕ tr
[
qf (v)
(
b−f (v) + h
−1
f b+f hf (v)
)]
(28)
=
∑
f
tr
(
b−f (v) g−f (v) qf (v)
)
+ tr
(
b+f(v) g+f (v)hf qf h
−1
f (v)
)
(29)
Written in this form, the action can be interpreted as a BF theory with ’bivectors’6 B˜f of a special form:
B˜f (v) = Qf (v)Bf (v), with Qf (v) =
(
hf qf h
−1
f (v), qf (v)
)
(30)
This action can be easily seen to reproduce the previous computations, but avoiding the measure factors (tr g−f )
2.
Indeed, the integrations over b−f and b+f only need the formula (A2) with one of the two group elements being the
identity. One has instead of (22):
Z⋆,diag,µ =
∫ ∏
τ
dGτ
∏
f
Z⋆,diag,f,µ with


Z⋆,diag,f,µ =
∫
dhf dqf µ(qf ) δ
(
g−f qf
)
δ
(
g+f hf qf h
−1
f
)
= µ(g−f )
∫
dhf δ
(
g+f hf g
−1
−f h
−1
f
)
.
(31)
so that (16) is recovered with the face weight k = 0 and the choice µ = 1. The sum ⊕ can thus be said to naturally
impose the constraints in a weak manner which is adapted to spin foams, the measure (25) being taken into account
through the SU(2) group structure.
Let us come back to the sign ambiguity of (18). Having chosen b−f + h
−1
f b+fhf = 0, the field restrictions obtained
in (31) through the BF action are: g+fhfg
−1
−fh
−1
f = id. Thus, the sign + between b+f and b−f has been translated
into taking the inverse of g−f . This duality gives for the other sector:
b−f − h−1f b+f hf = 0
R
dBf−→ δ
(
g+f hf g−f h
−1
f
)
(32)
In this case, the orthogonal vectors Nf are left invariant by the group elements ⋆Gf = (g+f , g
−1
−f ). The duality between
the constraints on the bivectors and the restrictions on the holonomies can be enlightened by using the normals Nf
instead of the rotations hf . Writing the BF action, for a face f , Tr(BfGf ) = B
IJ
f Pf,IJ , we introduce a Lagrange
multiplier λf such that:
Zdiag,f =
∫
dNf
∫
dBf
∫
dλf e
iBIJf Pf,IJ+iλf (⋆Bf )
IJNf,J (⋆Bf )IKN
K
f (33)
Thanks to the Spin(4) gauge covariance, it is sufficient to analyse this integral for Nf = N
(0). In this case, we have
Bijf = 0 for i, j = 1, 2, 3, so that only the components B
0i
f are free. Integrating the BF action then implies that
P 0if = 0, or in covariant form: NfJP
IJ
f = 0. Thus:
Zdiag,f =
∫
dNf δ
(
NfJ P
IJ
f
)
(34)
which is equivalent to (31). In contrast, imposing instead NfJB
IJ
f = 0 leads to the restriction: ǫIJKLN
J
f P
KL
f = 0.
However, when only dealing with the diagonal constraints, the sign ambiguity is irrelevant, as one can check by
integrating over hf the r.h.s. of (32).
6 The term ’bivectors’ is here a misuse of language. Indeed, the following eb±f do not live in su(2) anymore. We here simply want to
stress that the action gets a simple form, as a BF theory with bivectors modified, or deformed, by the constraints.
9III. AN ACTION PRINCIPLE FOR THE BARRETT-CRANE MODEL
A. Imposing cross-simplicity
Inserting the solutions Bf = (b+f ,−h−1f b+fhf ) of the diagonal constraints derived in the previous section into the
cross-simplicity constraints (12) gives, in vectorial notations:
~b+f ·~b+f ′ = ~b+f ·R(hf h−1f ′ )~b+f ′ (35)
for pairs of triangles (f, f ′) in the boundary of a tetrahedron. Note that the sign ambiguity is here irrelevant, as
expected since the sector of the theory is selected by the choice of a sign when imposing (diagonal) simplicity for all
bivectors. The constraints (35) relate the rotations hf for each pair of adjacent triangles, so that a clear geometric
interpretation is expected to emerge at the tetrahedron level. Indeed, in [10, 11, 12], the constraints are imposed
into the spin foam model of BF theory by considering that there exists a vector Nτ orthogonal to each tetrahedron
τ (precisely, to the Hodge dual of all bivectors of τ). Here, in terms of the rotation variables, the cross-simplicity
constraints are easily solved by : hf h
−1
f ′ = φf φ
−1
f ′ , where φf and φf ′ are elements of the U(1) subgroups respectively
preserving ~b+f and ~b+f ′ . However, since we are solving (35) in a given tetrahedron τ , the U(1) elements depend a
priori on τ . The one-parameter family which solves the constraints for a given face can be thus be parametrized by:
b−f = −h−1f b+f hf , with hf = φf,τ hτ and φf,τ b+f φ−1f,τ = b+f (36)
where hτ is taken to be the same for all triangles of τ , and is most naturally defined in the frame of τ . As the rotations
hf do not depend on τ , there exists a relation between hτ1 and hτ2 when τ1 and τ2 share a face f :
hτ1(v) h
−1
τ2 (v) = φ
−1
f,τ1
(v) φf,τ2(v) (37)
This relation holds when hτ1 and hτ2 are expressed in the same frame. The geometric meaning is the following. A
triangle in 4d admits an orthogonal plane, defined by unit vectors N satisfying ǫIJKLN
JBKLf = 0. On this plane, hf
stands for the choice of a direction Nf = (hf , id)N
(0). One can check that in turn hτ , defined by (36), hτ = φ
−1
fτ hf ,
defines a unit vector Nτ = (hτ , id)N
(0) orthogonal to each face of τ , that is ǫIJKL N
J
τ B
KL
f (τ) = 0. Notice that these
(classical) relations correspond to the geometric sector. The fact that hf and hτ are related by a U(1) element simply
expresses that Nf and Nτ lie in the same plane orthogonal to f . Similarly, when τ1 and τ2 share the face f , the
rotations hτ1 and hτ2 are not independent because the normal vectors Nτ1 and Nτ2 are both constrained to lie in a
well-defined plane, that orthogonal to ⋆Bf .
A gauge transformation acts on hτ as:
K ⊲ hτ = k+τ hτ k
−1
−τ (38)
This specific rule implies that we can always choose a gauge in which hτ = id, and thus Nτ = N
(0) being orthogonal
to all triangles of τ . Notice the difference with the rotations hf which only impose simplicity for each single bivector.
Such a rotation can be gauged fixed to the identity in a given frame, say that of a tetrahedron which has f in its
boundary. However, it is then impossible to fix the rotations hf of the other faces of τ to the identity. From this point
of view, the U(1) elements φfτ enable geometric consistency between gauges of frames and normals to triangles.
Notice that the relation b−f (τ) = −h−1τ b+f (τ)hτ implicitly contains the elements φf,τ , as far as a single bivector
is associated to each face, so that they can be trivially integrated out. This parametrization of the constraints is
introduced in the path integral measure:∫ ∏
f
d3b+fd
3b−f δ
(|b+f |2 − |b−f |2)
×
∏
τ
∏
(f,f ′)⊂∂τ
δ
(
~b+f ·~b+f ′ −~b−f ·~b−f ′
)


−→
∫ ∏
f
d3b+fd
3b−f
∫ ∏
τ
dhτ
∏
(f,τ)
δ
(
b−f(τ) + h
−1
τ b+f (τ)hτ
)
(39)
This is in contrast with what can be read in the literature. Indeed, the spin foam models trying to implement the
cross-simplicity constraints are usually built up only imposing them tetrahedron by tetrahedron. This means that
the triangulation has been initially broken up into a disjoint union of tetrahedra, so that there are as many copies
of a given triangle as there are tetrahedra sharing it. A bivector Bfτ is associated to each copy of a face f , one per
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tetrahedron having f in its boundary, and they are all taken to be independent of each other. This corresponds to
the following measure: ∫ ∏
τ
∏
f⊂∂τ
d3b+fτd
3b−fτ
∫ ∏
τ
dhτ
∏
τ
f⊂∂τ
δ
(
b−fτ + h
−1
τ b+fτ hτ
)
(40)
We will focus on this specific situation for the rest of the section. However, an essential drawback of this approach
already appears. The measure (40) does not encode the relations (37) between adjacent tetrahedra. Indeed, the vector
Nτ defined by hτ is only orthogonal to the Hodge dual of the bivectors Bfτ , and not to the bivectors labelling the
other copies of the triangle f . This measure will be supplemented in the following with an action naturally built on
disjoint tetrahedra and a regluing process using boundary variables for the connection, as in [20], leading then to the
BC model. Since the relations (37) are not imposed at the quantum level, it will be interesting to know whether or
not the regluing is sufficiently efficient to make them hold classically. This issue is not clear since we will use boundary
variables for the connection while the curvature degrees of freedom will not be frozen (unlike in BF theory).
It is not surprising that the BC model implements the constraints in this simplified way since an underlying idea
is the geometric quantization of a single tetrahedron [17, 18]. As explained above, the same can be said for the new
vertices. We can also think that restricting attention to the space of intertwiners associated to a single tetrahedron
in order to solve the constraints, the correlations between tetrahedra may be reduced with respect to (37). The point
is naturally that of the gluing process consisting in assigning the same SU(2) representation jf to every copy of each
face.
B. A derivation of the BC model: Imposing the constraints on disjoint tetrahedra
We now propose to study the simplified situation most often considered in the literature, corresponding to (40).
The aim is obviously to provide a clean link between an action principle and the derived spin foam model, by explicitly
performing the integrals over the bivectors. It has been argued that strongly imposing the constraints leads to the
BC model, and that the latter has no equivalent in the other sector of the theory, while the new vertices weakly
implement the constraints. The main result of this section is that the most naturally obtained spin foam model in
this framework is the BC model. It in fact corresponds to a weak imposition of the constraints, more precisely to
the choice of the measure (25) allowing specific fluctuations around the solutions of the constraints. Moreover, this
clean treatment shows that the BC model is indeed a quantization of the geometric sector, and that its equivalent in
the non-geometric sector is a spin foam model for BF theory restricted to the simple representations of Spin(4), with
specific face and tetrahedron amplitudes.
Since we want to impose the constraints independently for each tetrahedron, we assign independent bivectors for
each triangle of each tetrahedron. This can be achieved by dividing the dual faces into pieces such that each piece,
denoted (f, τ), is completely specified by a dual edge of the face. This means that the triangulation has been initially
broken up into a disjoint union of tetrahedra. A copy of a triangle is thus specified by a tetrahedron having it in its
boundary. These variables are very similar to the wedge variables which instead consist of pairs (f, v). Like with the
wedges, one can build the action for BF theory by coupling the bivectors Bfτ to group elements Gfτ (see figure 2 and
appendix B for the details of the construction). The bivectors Bfτ are defined in the tetrahedron frames. Important
ingredients are Spin(4) elements Lfv assigned to the internal edges dividing f . They can be seen as boundary variables
for the connection, which glue tetrahedra in a certain way discussed in the next section.
Our starting point is an action for pure BF theory:∑
(f,τ)
Tr
(
Bfτ Gfτ
)
(41)
in which the boundary variables Lfv really reglue the pieces (f, τ) of each dual face, expressing the vanishing of the
curvature. In this broken up triangulation picture, we want to impose the constraints encoded in (40):
b−fτ = −h−1τ b+fτ hτ (42)
which state the existence of independent unit vectors Nτ orthogonal to tetrahedra, or more precisely, ǫIJKLB
JK
fτ N
L
τ =
0. Notice that equation (42) is completely classical and corresponds to the geometric sector. As far as integration
over the bivectors is concerned, we can use the results of section II simply replacing the labels f with f, τ except for
hf which becomes hτ . Thus, gathering (41) and (42) with Lagrange multipliers qfτ ∈ SU(2), we form the action:
S
(0)
BC =
∑
(f,τ)
Tr
(
Bfτ Gfτ
)
+Tr
[
qfτ (b−fτ + h
−1
τ b+fτ hτ )
]
(43)
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τ
s(τ)
t(τ)
(f, τ)
v1
v2
Gv1τ1
Gτ1v2
L1
L2
L3
v3
Gv2τ2
Gτ2v3
FIG. 2: The left picture represents a dual face, whose edges, denoted τ , are dual to tetrahedra and vertices dual to 4-simplices.
The source and target vertices of τ are respectively denoted s(τ ) and t(τ ). The dashed lines delimit the pairs (f, τ ) on which
we define the bivectors Bfτ and which correspond to the triangles of a triangulation initially broken up into tetrahedra. The
’holonomies’ around the pairs (f, τ ) are defined on the right picture, the base-points being the tetrahedra. The internal links
carry group elements Lfv, each shared by exactly two tetrahedra. They can be seen as boundary connection variables for each
τ , and integrating them is thought of as a regluing of tetrahedra all together. We have: Gfτ = Gτ t(τ) L
−1
ft(τ)
Lfs(τ)Gs(τ) τ .
It is shown in appendix B that this action leads to the BC model, using the measure of finite width (25) for the
bivectors Bfτ . As explained in section II, this measure is related to the fact that group elements are summed in
the action (43), like: tr[b−fτ (g−fτ + qfτ )]. The specific measure (25) can be dropped if we use the natural group
multiplication instead, i.e. the composition ⊕ (27) for each piece (f, τ), which implicitly takes it into account. This
corresponds to the following action:
S
(1)
BC =
∑
(f,τ)
tr
(
b−fτ g−fτ qfτ
)
+ tr
(
b+fτ g+fτ hτ qfτh
−1
τ
)
(44)
We have nevertheless noticed that a simpler action leads to the BC model in a very natural way. The underlying
idea, to say it roughly, is to stick the pieces (f, τ) of each dual face using the group multiplication. Indeed, it appears
in (44) that the Spin(4) element Qfτ defined by Qfτ (qfτ , hτ ) = (hτqfτh
−1
τ , qfτ ) is a source of curvature acting at the
level of the dual edge τ . Notice that in the ’time gauge’, hτ = id, Qfτ is a spatial rotation, whereas we can anticipate
that it will be a boost in the non-geometric sector (see section III D). We thus propose to insert these sources into
the holonomy around each face, starting from the action (6) for pure BF theory:
S⋆,BC =
∑
f
Tr
(
Bf (v0) Gv0τ1 Qfτ1 Gτ1v1Gv1τ2 Qfτ2 · · ·Qfτn Gτnv0
)
(45)
where Qfτ , naturally defined in the frame of τ , is constrained to be of the form: Qfτ (qfτ , hτ ) = (hτqfτh
−1
τ , qfτ ).
S⋆,BC =
∑
f
tr
(
b−f(v0) g−v0τ1 qfτ1 g−τ1v1 g−v1τ2 qfτ2 · · ·
)
+tr
(
b+f(v0) g+v0τ1 hτ1qfτ1h
−1
τ1 g+τ1v1 g+v1τ2 hτ2qfτ2h
−1
τ2 · · ·
) (46)
if v0, τ1, v1, τ2, . . . , τn are the ordered boundary simplices of f starting at the vertex of reference v0. The variables
Lfv have thus been eliminated. Notice that in contrast with (43) which is well-defined as soon as the faces (and dual
edges) are oriented, the action (45) also requires a base-point v0 for each face (and thus an ordering). This action a
priori depends on the choice of the base-points. Indeed, if a bivector is written in another frame using (3), the change
cannot be compensated via (2) as it is the case in pure BF theory, because of the presence of the external sources
qfτ (external here refers to the fact they do not come from a discretization of the connection). For this to work, we
would need to define rules for parallel transport involving Qfτ . However, it will be clear that the partition function
does not depend on the base-points.
Due to the linearity of (45) in the variables Bf (v0), the partition functions projects the group elements coupled to
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them to the identity:
ZBC =
∫ ∏
(τ,v)
dGτv
∫ ∏
τ
dhτ
∏
(f,τ)
dqfτ
∫ ∏
f
dBf (v0)
∏
f
eiTr(Bf (v0)Gv0τ1 Qfτ1 (qfτ1 ,hτ1 )Gτ1v1 ··· ) (47)
=
∫ ∏
(τ,v)
dGτv
∫ ∏
τ
dhτ
∏
(f,τ)
dqfτ
∏
f
δ
(
g−v0τ1 qfτ1 g−τ1v1 g−v1τ2 qfτ2 · · ·
)
δ
(
g+v0τ1 hτ1qfτ1h
−1
τ1 g+τ1v1 · · ·
)
(48)
It is convenient at this stage to make some changes of variables. First, we redefine the variables qfτ to
g−s(τ)τ qfτ g−τt(τ), so that the delta functions on the anti-self-dual sector simply read: δ(qfτ1 qfτ2 · · · ). The delta
functions on the self-dual sector then contains the combinations: hτ (s(τ)) = g+s(τ)τ hτ g
−1
−s(τ)τ and hτ (t(τ)) =
g−1+τt(τ) hτ g−τt(τ) which are the result of parallelly transporting hτ to the source vertex s(τ) of the dual edge τ and
to its target vertex t(τ). Since the group elements g+vτ only enters the action this way, we use the Haar measure to
absorb hτ g
−1
−s(τ)τ and hτ g−τt(τ) into g+s(τ)τ and g+τt(τ) respectively. We thus define:
hτ,s(τ) = g+s(τ)τ hτ g
−1
−s(τ)τ and hτ,t(τ) = g
−1
+τt(τ) hτ g−τt(τ) (49)
These SU(2) group elements now define two vectors Nτ,t(τ) and Nτ,s(τ), both interpreted as orthogonal to τ , but seen
as independent from each other, according to the frame of each 4-simplex sharing it. This change of variables explains
that from the effective point of view, upon integrating the holonomy degrees of freedom, the BC model deals with
seemingly isolated 4-simplices. It is equivalent to say that each hτ and g−τv can be gauge-fixed to the identity.
The partition function now takes the form:
ZBC =
∫ ∏
(τ,v)
dhτ,v
∫ ∏
(f,τ)
dqfτ
∏
f
δ
(
qfτ1 qfτ2 · · · qfτn
)
δ
(
hτ1,v0 qfτ1 h
−1
τ1,v1 hτ2,v1 · · · qfτn h−1τn,v0
)
(50)
=
∑
{j±f}
∫ ∏
(τ,v)
dhτ,v
∫ ∏
(f,τ)
dqfτ
∏
f
dj+f dj−f χj−f
(
qfτ1 qfτ2 · · · qfτn
)
χj+f
(
hτ1,v0 qfτ1 h
−1
τ1,v1 hτ2,v1 · · · qfτn h−1τn,v0
)
(51)
In the second line, we have expanded the delta functions over SO(3) into characters, with j+f , j−f ∈ N. Each qfτ
appears twice, so that the othogonality relation (A3) perfectly works to integrate them. This selects the simple
representations, j−f = j+f , and recombines into characters the insertions h
−1
τi,vihτi+1,vi between the qfτ s. To see it,
notice that the formula (A3) is simple enough so that we can keep track of the indices. Indeed, the right SU(2) index
of qfτ1 in the anti-self-dual part is, due to (A3), the same as that of qfτ1 in the self-dual part, which is contracted
with h−1τ1,v1hτ2,v1 . Then, the r.h.s. of the latter is contracted with the l.h.s. of qfτ2 which is also contracted, via (A3),
in the anti-self-dual part, with the right index of qfτ1 . This thus forms the character χjf (h
−1
τ1,v1hτ2,v1). Let us perform
explicitly the computation for a triangular face. We are interested in the following quantity:∫ 3∏
i=1
dqi χj−
(
q1 q2 q3
)
χj+
(
q1 h˜
−1
12 h12 q2 h˜
−1
23 h23 q3 h˜
−1
31 h31
)
(52)
=
∑
a1,2,3
α1,2,3,β1,2,3
∫ 3∏
i=1
dqi D
(j−)⋆
a3a1 (q1)D
(j−)⋆
a1a2 (q2)D
(j−)⋆
a2a3 (q3)D
(j+)
α3β1
(q1)D
(j+)
α1β2
(q2)D
(j+)
α2β3
(q3)
3∏
i=1
D
(j+)
βiαi
(h˜−1i i+1 hi i+1) (53)
=
δj+,j−
d3j+
∑
a1,2,3
α1,2,3,β1,2,3
∏
i
δai,αiδaiβi D
(j+)
βiαi
(h˜−1i i+1 hi i+1) (54)
=
δj+,j−
d3j+
χj+(h˜
−1
12 h12)χj+(h˜
−1
23 h23)χj+(h˜
−1
31 h31) (55)
Thus, (51) precisely leads us to the integral representation of the 10j-symbol:
ZBC =
∑
{jf}
∏
f
d2jf
∏
τ
1∏
f⊂∂τ djf
∏
v
[ ∫ ∏
(τ,v)
dhτ,v
∏
f⊂∂v
χjf
(
hu(v),v h
−1
d(v),v
)]
(56)
=
∑
{jf}
∏
f
d2jf
∏
τ
1∏
f⊂∂τ djf
∏
v
10j
(
jf
)
(57)
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where u(v) and d(v) are the two tetrahedra sharing f in the 4-simplex v.
The action (45) thus provides the BC model with a very natural action of the BF type. The group elements
hτ,v entering the integral representation of the 10j-symbol represent the unit vectors Nτ,v orthogonal to the faces of
each tetrahedron τ when it is seen in the frame of the 4-simplex v. The amplitude then compares the way N (0) is
mapped into Nτ,v for adjacent tetrahedra within each 4-simplex. Because the change of variables (49) is made on the
group elements g+vτ , the variables hτ,v can also be seen as SU(2) holonomies between τ and v, with hτ and g−v,τ
being gauge-fixed to the identity, that is with flat anti-self-dual transport and orthogonal directions Nτ = N
(0) to
tetrahedra.
The obtained amplitude for tetrahedra has already been used in [23] and proposed in [28] as an alternative to those
of [25] and [24]. In particular, it does not contain the so-called ’eye diagram’. It corresponds to a trivial gluing between
4-simplices in the language of [28]. Notice however that our derivation uses from the beginning a triangulation and not
isolated 4-simplices. The decorrelation between the points of view of 4-simplices sharing a tetrahedron comes from the
integration over the holonomy degrees of freedom. We also emphasize that the method used to impose the constraints
at the level of the action, for (44) and (45), realizes a natural implementation from the spin foam point of view, which
can be seen as a weak implementation since it respects the group structure of SU(2) entering the BF action. It is
shown in appendix B that, from the point of view of the action (43), it corresponds to introducing the constraints
into the path integral with the measure (25), which is not surprising in the view of section II. As for insertions of
observables, it is clear that the actions (44) and (45) produce the same results for insertions of holonomies. As for
B-dependent observables, one has to be careful since both actions are defined with different bivectors.
C. Equations of motion for the BC action
Having shown that the BC model can be derived by imposing the constraints on disjoint tetrahedra, one can still
clarify the situation described by the model, and in particular the gluing process, by looking at the equations of
motion of the discrete action. Instead of (45) which requires an explicit ordering of the dual edges, let us consider
the action (44) which treats tetrahedra more symmetrically. We obviously have:
qfτ = g
−1
−fτ and g+fτ hτ g
−1
−fτ h
−1
τ = id (58)
which still hold at the quantum level since (44) is linear in the bivectors. These can be thought of as characterizing
the model, exactly as δ(Gf ) defines the BF spin foam model and δ(g+fhfg
−1
−fh
−1
f ) restricts to simple bivectors. If we
interpret Gfτ as parallel transport around f seen in τ , the right equation of (58) means that Nτ is left invariant by
parallel transport. In the time gauge, it says that Gfτ is simply a spatial rotation. Notice that in the continuum,
the equation of motion w.r.t. the field B still involves B (since the constraints are quadratic in B). However, the
analogous equation is here independent of the bivectors.
To extremize the action w.r.t. group elements such as qfτ , we use right invariant vector fields given by δqfτ q
−1
fτ ∈
su(2). Extremizing the action w.r.t. the multipliers qfτ (and using (58)) naturally gives the simplicity constraints
(42). The equations of motion for Gτt(τ) and Gs(τ)τ are respectively:∑
f⊂∂τ
Bfτ = 0 and
∑
f⊂∂τ
Gfτ Bfτ G
−1
fτ = 0 (59)
These relations are naturally consistent with (42) and (58). In agreement with the remarks below (49), these relations
for the self-dual sector only, together with (42) and (58), imply those for the anti-self-dual sector. The first equation
of (59) is the so-called closure relation and can be seen as a discretization of the continuous equation dAB = 0,
integrated over a tetrahedron of the triangulation. For pure BF theory, the second equation of (59) is equivalent to
the closure relation since Gfτ = id. However, due to the sources qfτ , this is not the case anymore and it means that
the closure relation is maintained when ’parallelly transporting’ each of the four bivectors around the corresponding
triangle with Gfτ .
Equations (42) and (59) ensure metricity for each tetrahedron independently. Let us thus study the regluing based
on the variables Lfv. The standard spin foam model for BF theory is often built using some division of the dual faces
into plaquettes p, which allows the assignment of independent variables, like bivectors, to each piece p of every face.
Such a division corresponds to breaking up the original triangulation into a disjoint union of simplices. For instance,
in the specific situation here studied, the triangulation has been initially broken up into a disjoint union of tetrahedra,
so that a copy of a triangle is specified by a tetrahedron having it in its boundary. The wedge variables are similar,
but constructed with pairs (f, v) (see [20] for instance). Then, we can assign independent bivectors Bfτ to the pairs
p = (f, τ), which are related by group variables, here the elements Lfv. These latter depend on the dual face and live
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along the boundary shared by a pair of plaquettes belonging to the same face. We emphasize that they should be
seen as a tool for gluing simplices rather than a tool for parallel transport between frames. Such a gluing is however
a non-trivial operation. A priori, the two following actions for BF theory are different:∑
p
Tr
(
Bp(v)Gp(v)
)
6=
∑
f
Tr
(
Bf (v)Gf (v)
)
(60)
The fact that they both lead to the same spin foam model is due to the specificity of BF theory, that is the triviality
of the holonomies. For adjacent plaquettes of a face f , the bivectors are related by:
Bf,τ2 = G
−1
τ1τ2 Bf,τ1 Gτ1τ2 (61)
when the action (41) is extremized w.r.t. to Lfv. Such a relation is necessary for consistency between frames and is a
discretization of the continuous e.o.m. dAB = 0 which states that B is constant up to parallel transport. Moreover,
implementing it all along the boundary of f , it implies that the holonomy Gf leaves Bf invariant, Gf Bf G
−1
f = Bf .
The fact that the degrees of freedom of Gf lie in U(1)b+f ×U(1)b−f is a basic property of Regge calculus.
We expect this relation and (61) to be modified in the presence of a source for parallel transport. Indeed, the
variables qfτ are responsible for a new relation when extremizing w.r.t. Lfv:
Bf,τ2 = Q
−1
f,τ2
G−1τ1τ2 Bf,τ1 Gτ1τ2 Qf,τ2 with Qfτ =
(
hτqfτh
−1
τ , qfτ
)
(62)
This is precisely the relation which makes the action (45) independent of the base-points. This specific relation (62)
induces a non-trivial effect on the relation (37) between the normal vectors of neighbouring tetrahedra. Using simplicity
under the form (42) together with (62), one obtains that hτ2(τ1)h
−1
τ1 (τ1) = g+τ1τ2hτ2g
−1
−τ1τ2h
−1
τ2 leaves b+fτ1 invariant,
as expected (or equivalently, the Spin(4) element Hτ1τ2(τ1) = (hτ2(τ1)h
−1
τ1 (τ1), h
−1
τ1 (τ1)hτ2(τ1)) preserves the bivector
Bfτ1). But transporting this relation in the frame of τ2 with (62) shows that hτ2(τ2)h
−1
τ1 (τ2) = hτ2g
−1
−τ1τ2h
−1
τ1 g+τ1τ2
does not leave b+f,τ2 invariant, due to insertions of qfτ . We have instead:
hτ2 q
−1
fτ2
h−1τ1 (τ2) b˜+f,τ2
(
hτ2 q
−1
fτ2
h−1τ1 (τ2)
)−1
= b+f,τ2 (63)
with b˜+fτ2 = hτ2qfτ2h
−1
τ2 b+fτ2 hτ2q
−1
fτ2
h−1τ2 (64)
or equivalently, (hτ2 q
−1
fτ2
h−1τ1 (τ2), q
−1
fτ2
h−1τ1 hτ2(τ2)) acting on Qfτ2 Bfτ2 Q
−1
fτ2
gives Bfτ2 .
To conclude this study, it is clear that the action (44) (weakly) imposes cross-simplicity on disjoint tetrahedra.
The variables Lfv have to reglue them together, but precisely because of simplicity, we do not obtain the expected
relations when parallelly transporting the bivectors describing the same triangle. The variables qfτ play indeed the
role of holonomies but with a dependence on the face. This in turn alters the correlations between neighbouring
tetrahedra. The rotation hτ2h
−1
τ1 is supposed to preserve b+f , since the two normals live in the same plane orthogonal
to ⋆Bf . However, this relation is not satisfied in every frame.
D. In the non-geometric sector
The explicit implementation of the classical relation (42) into the path integral shows that the BC model is a
quantization on isolated tetrahedra of the geometric sector of Plebanski’s theory. The non-geometric sector corresponds
to:
b−fτ = h
−1
τ b+fτ hτ (65)
Since −tr(bg) = tr(bg−1), it is sufficient to replace each qfτ with its inverse in the self-dual (or equivalently the
anti-self-dual) part of the action (44) to obtain this sector. Working again on disjoint tetrahedra, we propose:
S˜ =
∑
(f,τ)
tr
(
b−fτ g−fτ qfτ
)
+ tr
(
b+fτ g+fτ hτ q
−1
fτ h
−1
τ
)
(66)
However, the model defined in this way turns out to be ill-defined. It indeed cruelly depends on the parity of the
number of boundary edges of each dual face. This difficulty can be overcome by imposing cross-simplicity not simply
on isolated tetrahedra, but instead for each tetrahedron in each 4-simplex separately. The details of the construction
are given in appendix C. A tetrahedron τ being shared by exactly two 4-simplices, s(τ) and t(τ), it means that
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s(τ)
t(τ)
(f, τ, t(τ))
(f, τ, s(τ))
Gfτv
Gfτv′
FIG. 3: It represents a dual face, whose edges, denoted τ , are dual to tetrahedra and vertices dual to 4-simplices. The dotted
lines delimit the wedges, that are pairs (f, v) and which correspond to the triangles of a triangulation initially broken up into
4-simplices. The dashed lines represent the breaking up of each 4-simplex into disjoint tetrahedra and form the half-wedges,
consisting in triplets (f, τ, v). The standard spin foam model for BF theory can be defined with these half-wedges, with the
help of holonomies Gτv and of ’gluing’ variables Lfτ and Lfv living on the internal links.
the existence of the unit normal Nτ is separately imposed in s(τ) and t(τ), with the same rotation hτ , but with
different multipliers qf,τ,s(τ) and qf,τ,t(τ). The flipping of q in the self-dual part of the action can be recorded in
Q˜fτv = (hτ q
−1
fτv h
−1
τ , qfτv). This Spin(4) element is a boost in the ’time gauge’, while it was a spatial rotation in the
geometric sector.
S˜ =
∑
(f,τ,v)
Tr
(
Bfτv Gfτv Q˜fτv
)
(67)
The assignment of the variables is illustrated in figure 3. The plaquettes (f, τ, v) will be called half-wedges, since
they arise from superimposing the wedge division and that into pairs (f, τ). Since a tetrahedron is shared by two
4-simplices, the number of copies of a triangle is twice that obtained with the pieces (f, τ). Thus, with regards to the
above-mentioned parity problem of the number of dual edges, this construction selects the case where each face has
an even number of edges, since all happens as if tetrahedra were chopped into two pieces. Notice that this framework
could have also be used in the geometric sector, leading again to the BC model. In particular, the e.o.m. relating the
variables Bfτv are of the type (62) and the variables Qfτv can be naturally composed to form: Qfτ = Qfτs(τ)Qfτt(τ),
which is consistent since the normal to τ is encoded in the same rotation hτ for s(τ) and t(τ).
Like in the geometric sector, we can ’stick’ tetrahedra thinking of the Q˜fτvs as insertions of curvature source into
the holonomies around the faces at each half-wedge, and replace each Qfτ in (45) with Q˜fτs(τ) Q˜fτt(τ):
S˜⋆ =
∑
f
Tr
(
Bf (v0) Gv0τ1 Q˜fτ1v0 Q˜fτ1v1 Gτ1v1 G−v1τ2 Q˜fτ2v1 · · ·
)
(68)
This gives, in self-dual/anti-self-dual decomposition:
S˜⋆ =
∑
f
tr
(
b−f g−v0τ1 qfτ1v0 qfτ1v1 g−τ1v1 g−v1τ2 qfτ2v1 · · ·
)
+ tr
(
b+f g+v0τ1 hτ1 q
−1
fτ1v0
q−1fτ1v1 h
−1
τ1 g+τ1v1 g+v1τ2 hτ2 q
−1
fτ2v1
· · ·
) (69)
as an equivalent of (45) in the non-geometric sector. In the geometric sector, q−1fτv is simply replaced with qfτv in the
self-dual part, so that they can be obviously composed to form the multiplier qfτ ≡ qfτs(τ)qfτt(τ). However, this is
not possible anymore in the non-geometric sector because of the flipping of the multipliers in the self-dual part of the
action.
The steps of the computation are similar to those of the derivation of the BC model. First integrate the bivectors:
Z˜ =
∫ ∏
(τ,v)
dGvτ
∫ ∏
τ
dhτ
∏
(f,τ,v)
dqfτv
∏
f
δ
(
g−v0τ1 qfτ1v0 qfτ1v1 g−τ1v1 g−v1τ2 qfτ2v1 · · ·
)
δ
(
g+v0τ1 hτ1 q
−1
fτ1v0
q−1fτ1v1 h
−1
τ1 g+τ1v1 g+v1τ2 hτ2 q
−1
fτ2v1
· · · )
(70)
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and expand the resulting expression into characters. Then integrate over the variables qf,τ,v, thus selecting the simple
representations. To see more precisely what happens, let us keep track of SU(2) indices while using (A3). The right
index of g−v0τ1 is contracted with the left index of qfτ1v0 . Thanks to (A3), the latter is equal to the left index of
q−1fτ1v1 in the self-dual sector. Using (A3) again, this index equals the right index of qfτ1v1 in the anti-self-dual sector,
which is contracted with g−τ1v1 , and so on . . . This process forms the holonomy g−f (v0). In the self-dual sector, the
rotations hτ disappear and we also end up with g+f (v0). The remaining integrations are taken to be over the group
elements Gτ ≡ Gs(τ)τGτt(τ) allowing for parallel transport between 4-simplices, with Gf = Gτ1Gτ2 · · · . Taking into
account the dimensional factors djf , we have:
Z˜ =
∫ ∏
τ
dGτ
∑
{jf}
∏
τ
1∏
f⊂∂τ d
2
jf
∏
f
d2jf χjf
(
g+f
)
χjf
(
g−f
)
(71)
=
∑
{jf}
∑
{(i+τ ,i−τ )}
∏
f
d2jf
∏
τ
1∏
f⊂∂τ d
2
jf
∏
v
15jSpin(4)
(
(jf , jf ); (i+τ , i−τ )
)
(72)
The model can thus be straightforwardly interpreted as a spin foam model for BF theory restricted to the simple
representations of Spin(4). However, in comparison with the model obtained in section II with the diagonal simplicity
constraints, the face and tetrahedron amplitudes are different and are the direct effects of the constraints7(65).
E. About the Immirzi parameter
The Immirzi parameter γ represents a one-parameter ambiguity in classical pure gravity. It can be included into
the usual Palatini-Cartan action by using the Hodge dual ⋆ of so(4): add to the curvature F the quantity ⋆F with
coefficient γ:
SHolst =
∫
ǫIJKL e
I ∧ eJ ∧ (FKL + 2γ(⋆F )KL) (76)
This is the so-called Holst action [31]. The equation of motion for the new term in this action is simply: dA(e∧e) = 0,
which clearly does not modify the original equations. Notice that it is equivalent to leave F unchanged and proceed
to e ∧ e → e ∧ e + γ ⋆ (e ∧ e) instead. In Plebanski’s formulation, the field B is then similarly transformed, but the
simplicity constraints also need to be changed. We thus prefer to use the version (76) with B = ⋆(e∧ e) together with
the usual simplicity constraints.
Let us define for g = cos θ id + i sin θ nˆ · ~σ ∈ SU(2) and α ∈ R, the SU(2) element gα whose class angle is αθ and
direction nˆ:
gα := cos (αθ) id + i sin (αθ) nˆ · ~σ (77)
For integral α, this is obviously the group multiplication. The BF action with an Immirzi term reads:
Sγ =
∫
(1 + γ) tr (b+ ∧ F+) + (1− γ) tr (b− ∧ F−) (78)
7 Let us briefly present a model based on SU(2) BF theory in which face or tetrahedron amplitudes are affected by adding some information.
Let φf and ψf be in SU(2), and add their commutator φfψfφ
−1
f
ψ−1
f
to the usual discrete action:
S =
X
f
tr
`
bf gf φf ψf φ
−1
f
ψ−1
f
´
(73)
The interpretation of the model is as follows. The e.o.m. are:
gf φf ψf φ
−1
f
ψ−1
f
= id φf bf φ
−1
f
= ψf bf ψf = bf (74)
together with the closure relation. Thus φf and ψf give a source of curvature which is classically constrained to live in the U(1) subgroup
preserving bf . In this case, φf and ψf commute, so that gf = id. However, at the quantum level, gf is not constrained to be the
identity. Although the partition function does not project on flat connection anymore, the vertex of the resulting spin foam model is
still the 15j-symbol:
Z =
X
{jf}
Y
f
1
djf
Y
v
15j(jf ) (75)
Only the face weight, d−1jf
instead of djf , takes into account the modification of the action. In this regard, notice that it is well-known
(since the works of Ponzano and Regge) that the face weight djf is required for the model to be triangulation independent.
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and is clearly equivalent to pure BF theory, but it will not be the case anymore in the presence of the simplicity
constraints. The issue is now to introduce γ at the discrete level. Consider the su(2) element g±f standing for the
discrete curvature, that is the holonomy of the connection along the boundary of the dual face f . In a given chart,
consider that the edges of f are of order ε. When ε goes to zero, we have: g±f ≈ 1 + ε2F±|f , where F±|f is the
component of F± along the face f . Thus, defining γ± = 1 ± γ, it is clear that: gγ±±f ≈ 1 + ε2γ±F±|f , and a natural
choice to reproduce the continuous action (78) is:
Sγ =
∑
f
tr
(
b+f g
γ+
+f
)
+ tr
(
b−f g
γ−
−f
)
(79)
Let us study the imposition of the diagonal simplicity constraints into this framework, to compare the result with
the usual ansatz for the introduction of the Immirzi parameter into spin foams [12, 15]. Diagonal simplicity still
expresses the fact that the bivectors are simple, and is solved by relating b+f to b−f through a rotation hf which
represent the choice of an vector Nf orthogonal to ⋆Bf . At the classical level, the Immirzi parameter modifies the
relation between the self-dual and anti-self-dual parts of the curvature. We have indeed:
b−f = −h−1f b+f hf ⇒ gγ++f = hf gγ−−f h−1f (80)
which means that the vector Nf is not preserved anymore by the Spin(4) element Gf = (g+f , g−f), as it is the case
in (23), but by the element (g
γ+
+f , g
γ−
−f ). Notice that the quantities γ± are not relevant in themselves, but rather their
ratio is. Indeed, (80) is equivalent to: g+f = hf g
γ−/γ+
−f h
−1
f , saying that g+f lies in the conjugacy class of g
γ−/γ+
−f .
We can then easily read the limits γ → ±∞:
g+f = hf g
−1
−f h
−1
f (81)
which indeed corresponds to the non-geometric sector. For a general γ, since the action and the constraint are linear
in the bivectors, (80) still holds, avoiding some measure factors like in section II:∫ ∏
(t,v)
dGtv
∏
f
∫
dhf δ
(
g+f hf g
γ−/γ+
−f h
−1
f
)
(82)
=
∑
{jf}
∫ ∏
(t,v)
dGtv
∏
f
χjf
(
g+f
)
χjf
(
g
γ−/γ+
−f
)
(83)
The resulting spin foam model is however ill-defined for a generic γ: g−f is a product of group elements g−tv and
we do not know how to apply the operation (77) on each subfactor. We thus ask for a quantization of γ such that
nγ = γ−/γ+ = (1− γ)/(1 + γ) is an integer. The usual ansatz for introducing the Immirzi parameter is based on the
canonical analysis of the constraints, in which the bivectors are quantized as the generators of so(4). This leads to
the following sum:
∑
{jf}
∫ ∏
(t,v)
dGtv
∏
f
χjf
(
g+f
)
χnγjf
(
g−f
)
(84)
with the same quantization of γ. If the dimension dj = 2j + 1, instead of the spin, is scaled by nγ in (84), the
difference with (83) can be seen to be a measure ambiguity, and both are easily related. Indeed:
χkj,n(g) =
sin djnθ
sin θ
= χ(n−1)/2(g) χj(g
n) (85)
for kj,n = nj + (n− 1)/2 chosen such that: dkj,n = ndj . We thus propose to include the Immirzi parameter with the
following action: ∑
f
tr
(
b+f g+f hf qf h
−1
f
)
+ tr
(
b−f g
nγ
−f qf
)
(86)
where qf ∈ SU(2) is a Lagrange multiplier. Then, we can think of (84) starting from this action with the following
weight for qf : χ(nγ−1)/2(q
1/nγ ), determined by the Immirzi parameter. To deal with cross-simplicity, the basic idea
is thus to replace g−1−fτ in (44) with g
−nγ
−fτ . The computations are quite cumbersome (in particular, the number of
appearance of l−fv depends on γ) and the result is not enlightening, so we do not reproduce them.
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j
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kf4τkf1τ
v
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i+τv′ i−τv′
kf2τ kf3τ
j+f2 j+f3
=
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∑
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kf4τ
f lτi+τv,i−τv(j+f , j−f , kfτ)
FIG. 4: The left picture depicts the sequence of couplings for a given face. The links carrying the measure representations
kf,τ are the boundary edges of f , dual to tetrahedra. It is a very natural generalisation of the BC model in which all kf,τ
are taken to be zero. The right picture represents the vertex of the model. The faces (the links in the picture) are labelled
with irreducible representations (j+f , j−f ) of Spin(4). These are intertwined at each tetrahedron (node in the picture) with
the representations kf,τ which are shared by others vertices.
IV. SOME GENERALISATIONS OF THE BC MODEL
We present in this section two types of generalisations of the BC model. The first type is a natural extension due to
choosing a non trivial measure for the Lagrange multipliers qfτ . It does not change the physical setting of the model,
but gives a family of models in a simple way. Furthermore, the vertex amplitude of these models naturally exhibits
the fusion coefficients of the new spin foam models [10, 11, 12]. The second generalisation consists in weakening the
imposition of the constraints. The new spin foam models can be interpreted in this framework.
A. The fusion coefficients
We have seen that the action (45) implements the constraints naturally with regards to the SU(2) structure and
gives a straightforward derivation of the BC model, with a trivial weight for the variables qfτ . Let us still consider
the action (45), which imposes the existence of normal vectors Nτ independently for each tetrahedron, and introduce
a typical gauge invariant weight µ(qfτ ) = χkfτ (qfτ ), where the spins (kfτ ) are initially given. Omitting the integrals
over the rotations hτ and over the holonomies Gvτ , the partition function is:
Z{kf,τ} =
∫ ∏
(f,τ)
dqfτχkf,τ
(
qfτ
)∏
f
δ
(
g−τnτ1qfτ1g−τ1τ2 · · · qfτn
)
δ
(
h−1τn g+τnτ1hτ1qfτ1h
−1
τ1 g+τ1τ2hτ2 · · · qfτn
)
(87)
if v0, τ1, v1, τ2, · · · , τn is the sequence of boundary simplices around f . The element of parallel transport Gτiτi+1 is
naturally Gτiτi+1 = GτiviGviτi+1 . Expanding the delta functions into characters assigns representations j+f and j−f to
each face. The elements qfτ now appears thrice. Thus, we no longer have j+f = j−f , but instead these representations
are intertwined at each tetrahedron with kfτ according to (A5).
Z{kf,τ} =
∑
{(j+f ,j−f )}
∏
f
dj+f dj−f
∏
v∈∂f
(
j−f j+f kfτ
af,τ αf,τ Af,τ
)(
j−f j+f kf,τ ′
bf,τ ′ βf,τ ′ Af,τ ′
)
×D(j−f )af,τ bf,τ′
(
g−τv g
−1
−τ ′v
)
D
(j+f )
αf,τβf,τ′
(
g+τv g
−1
+τ ′v
) (88)
in which the rotations hτ have been absorbed on the right of the group elements g+vτ (or equivalently gauge-fixed to
the identity). τ and τ ′ denote the two tetrahedra sharing f in v. The sequence of couplings for a face is described in
figure 4.
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The typical vertex is easily derived. The integrals over the group elements g±τv give rise to 4-valent intertwiners
i±τ,v, between the four representations j±f labelling the faces of τ . The SU(2) indices carried by v are contracted
to form a 15j-symbol for Spin(4): 15jSpin(4)((j+f , j−f ); (i+τv, i−τv)). On the other hand, the tetrahedron amplitude,
depicted in figure 4, is due to contracting the indices living at each τ . The links carrying the representations kfτ ,
coming from the intertwining of j+f and j−f , relate the 4-simplices v and v
′ which share τ . Remarkably, this result
can be re-expressed in terms of the fusion coefficients f li+,i− used in the spin foam model of [12]. Indeed, one only
needs to insert the identity on the space of intertwiners jf1 ⊗ jf2 ⊗ jf3 ⊗ jf4 → C as a sum over a complete orthogonal
basis consisting of 4-valent intertwiners labelled by the internal representation lτ , as in figure 4. The partition function
then reads:
Z{kf,τ} =
∑
{(j+f ,j−f )}
∏
f
dj+fdj−f
∑
{lτ}
∏
v
Av (89)
with
Av =
∑
i+τv ,i−τv
15jSpin(4)
(
(j+f , j−f ); (i+τv, i−τv)
)
f lτi+τv ,i−τv (j+f , j−f , kfτ ) (90)
These models thus form a very natural generalisation of the BC model, involving the same basic idea to implement
the constraints. At first sight, these models seem to be close to the unflipped model of [12]. The differences are the
following. One should first impose j−f = j+f . Second, having obtain a vertex similar to that of [12], the main point
is how the amplitudes Z{kfτ} should be summed. The physical meaning of the representations kfτ is unclear and a
general measure is a complete expansion into characters χkfτ . For instance, the vertex amplitude Av is weighted in
[12] with the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients C
jf
jf
jf
−jf
kfτ
0 . However, such a coupling between the face representations and
those coming from the expansion of the measure is here not accessible.
The amplitudes (90) obtained in this section show that the fusion coefficients f li+,i− naturally arise. Indeed, the
simplicity constraints explicitly relate the variables of the self-dual sector to those of the anti-self-dual sector, the
Spin(4) covariance being preserved by hτ . This is achieved in the functional integral through the Lagrange multipliers
qfτ . From this point of view, the BC model does not show up these coefficients because it is the simplest model in
this class, defined by the weight 1 for each qfτ . When choosing all kfτ to be zero, the 3jm-symbols of (88) become:(
j− j+ 0
a α 0
)
= (−1)
j−−a√
dj+
δj−,j+δa,−α, so that the intertwiners i±τv can thus be summed to form the well-known BC
intertwiner iBC .
B. Weakening the constraints
A second proposition to look at the BC model with a more general perspective is to weaken the imposition of the
constraints. This is indeed the main idea from which the new vertices of [10, 11] have originated, and which have been
proposed to remedy the drawbacks of the BC model. The main approach makes use of the Hamiltonian analysis, first
to quantize the bivectors, then to argue that the cross-simplicity constraints, seen as second class constraints in this
framework, have to be weakly imposed.
We have already argued that the physical framework of the new vertices is that of the BC model. We thus still
impose the constraints tetrahedron by tetrahedron, and search for implementing the constraints in a weaker sense. For
this purpose, we use, instead of the variables qfτ , different multipliers for the self-dual and the anti-self-dual parts of
the action (45), q+fτ and q−fτ , which are coupled through gauge invariant functions ρ(q+fτ , q−fτ ). This corresponds
to the following partition function:
Z =
∫ ∏
(f,τ)
dq+fτdq−fτ ρ(q+fτ , q−fτ )
∫ ∏
f
dBf e
itr
(
b−f (v0)g−v0τ1q−f,τ1 g−τ1v1 ···
)
+itr
(
b+f (v0)g+v0τ1hτ1q+f,τ1h
−1
τ1
g+τ1v1 ···
)
(91)
=
∫ ∏
(f,τ)
dq+fτdq−fτ ρ(q+fτ , q−fτ )
∏
f
δ
(
g−v0τ1q−f,τ1g−τ1v1 · · ·
)
δ
(
g+v0τ1hτ1q+f,τ1h
−1
τ1 g+τ1v1 · · ·
)
(92)
again omitting the integrals over hτ and Gvτ . The gauge invariance of ρ reads ρ(kτ q+fτk
−1
τ , kτ q−fτk
−1
τ ) =
ρ(q+fτ , q−fτ ) for each pair (f, τ) and kτ ∈ SU(2). The previous class of models is recovered by choosing a cou-
pling of the special form: ρ(q+, q−) = δ(q+q
−1
− )µ(q+) for the geometric sector. Notice however that one can now
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switch between the geometric and non-geometric sectors only with a change of measure ρ˜(q+, q−) = ρ(q+, q
−1
− ). This
is indeed equivalent to replacing q−fτ in the action with it inverse. Thus, the boundary between the two sectors is
weakened by the weakening of the constraints.
Since ρ can be expanded into matrix elements of q+ and q− contracted with intertwiners, let us restrict attention
to ρ(q+fτ , q−fτ ) = D
(j+f,τ )
A+f,τB+fτ
(q+fτ )D
(j−f,τ )
A−f,τB−fτ
(q−fτ ). One can then perform the integrals over q±fτ using the
orthogonality relation (A3), which enforces the equalities j+fτ = j+f and j−fτ = j−f . Upon absorbing the rotations
hτ into the holonomies g+vτ as in the previous models, we have:
Z =
∫ ∏
(τ,v)
dGvτ
∏
f
dj+f dj−f
∏
τ
1∏
f⊂∂τ dj+f dj−f
∏
v
∏
f⊂∂v
D
(j+f )
A+f,τB+f,τ′
(
g−1+vτg+vτ ′
)
D
(j−f )
A−f,τB−f,τ′
(
g−1−vτg−vτ ′
)
(93)
where τ and τ ′ are the two tetrahedra sharing the triangle f in the 4-simplex v. It is thus clear that the function ρ
directly encodes the couplings of the model. The features which do not depend on the choice of ρ are the labelling of
faces with Spin(4) representations (j+f , j−f ), the face amplitude dj+f dj−f , and the fact that the vertex is a product
over the triangles of f of functions of g−1+vτg+vτ ′ and g
−1
−vτg−vτ ′.
Let us now show that (93) is a general setting allowing to understand the new vertices as weakly imposing the
constraints. Indeed, we are already assured to be able to write the vertex with the fusion coefficients. Moreover, in
(93), the representations labelling faces are now exactly those coming from the expansion of ρ. We thus look for the
above-mentioned coefficients C
jf
jf
jf
−jf
kfτ
0 . Consider the special choice:
ρ(q+, q−) =
∑
j
∫
d2nˆ 〈j, nˆ|q+|j, nˆ〉〈j, nˆ|q−|j, nˆ〉 (94)
where |j, nˆ〉 are SU(2) coherent states, here associated to pairs (f, τ). They have been introduced in [26] and further
used because their semi-classical behaviour eases the geometrical interpretation of the constraints. However, they do
not seem to naturally appear in our computations. The function (94), which leads to the flipped model of [10] (or the
unflipped model by choosing ρ(q+, q
−1
− )), can be compared with that corresponding to the BC model:
ρBC(q+, q−) = δ(q+q
−1
− ) =
∑
j
d2j
∫
d2nˆ 〈j, nˆ|q+ q−1− |j, nˆ〉 (95)
which shows that (94) indeed weakens the natural SU(2) measure corresponding to the BC model.
Expanding (94) into matrix elements, we obtain the following expression:
Z =
∑
{jf}
∫ ∏
(f,τ)
d2nˆf,τ
∏
f
d2jf
∏
τ
1∏
f⊂∂τ d
2
jf
∏
v
Av (96)
with Av =
∫ ∏
τ⊂∂v
dGvτ
∏
f
〈jf , nˆfτ ′ |g+τ ′v g+vτ |jf , nˆfτ 〉 〈jf , nˆfτ ′ |g−τ ′v g−vτ |jf , nˆfτ 〉 (97)
This expression has been shown in [12] to reproduce the flipped model of [10]. The other sector, that is the unflipped
model of [11, 12], can be obtained with a simple change of measure which leads to:
Av =
∫ ∏
τ⊂∂v
dGvτ
∏
f
〈jf , nˆfτ ′|g+τ ′v g+vτ |jf , nˆfτ 〉 〈jf , nˆfτ |g−1−vτ g−1−τ ′v|jf , nˆfτ ′〉 (98)
An important part of the content of these models has been here introduced by the measure ρ, used to weaken the
constraints. The other physical inputs, that is the choice of the variables, and the imposition of the constraints on
disjoint tetrahedra, are common features shared with the BC model. From this point of view, a better understanding
may require a precise analysis of the function ρ in (94). Using 〈j, nˆ|g|j, nˆ〉 = (cos θ + i sin θ uˆ · nˆ)2j for g = cos θ +
i sin θ uˆ · ~σ, the integral over the unit vector nˆ can be explicitly performed with repeated use of the binomial formula.
ρ(q+, q−) then appears as a function of the class angles of the SU(2) group elements q+ and q−, and of the dot product
of their directions. The resulting expression seems however quite cumbersome.
V. PHYSICS OF THE BC MODEL AND BEYOND
It is the first time, as far as we know, that the BC model is derived using a path integral formulation on a lattice.
We thus focus in this section on the physical setting of the model. The variables have clearly identified geometric
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roles. The clean treatment of the situation points out the drawbacks of the BC model with regards to quantum
gravity, which can be traced back to the issue of gluing between tetrahedra, and thus to that of their correlations.
The BC model [7] has been originated by considering an isolated 4-simplex, and imposing the constraints on each
of its tetrahedra. It has then been thought that the failure of the BC model to describe quantum gravity resides in
this specific fact, and that imposing the constraints on a complete triangulation leads to the new vertices, depending
on the sector, [12]. We have however seen here that the BC model can be thought of on a triangulation (discarding
boundary terms), without isolating 4-simplices from each other, and that the new spin foam models can also be
considered in this framework. A rotation hτ is associated to each tetrahedron and geometrically represents the
direction Nτ = (hτ , id) ⊲ N
(0) perpendicular to τ , without refering to the 4-simplices sharing τ . The fact that the
BC model deals with manifestly decorrelated vectors Nτ,v arises from the change of variables (49). The rotations hτ
are defined at each tetrahedron, but the amplitude, comparing the ways two adjacent tetrahedra map N (0) into their
normal directions, takes place at each 4-simplex. Thus, integrating over the holonomy degrees of freedom decorrelates
hτ (s(τ)) and hτ (t(τ)). This is in contrast with the derivation of the BC model proposed in [7, 12], in which the
constraints are imposed 4-simplex by 4-simplex (and then tetrahedron by tetrahedron). Moreover, the form of the
simplicity constraints used in [12] to derive the new vertex is the same as that which has been here shown to reproduce
the BC model when explicitly integrating bivectors.
It is clear by looking at the equations of motion of the BC action that the BC model contains some correlations
between neighbouring tetrahedra τ1 and τ2. Such correlations are given by (63) on-shell, while the kernel of the BC
model (56) is due to comparisons between the rotations hτ1 and hτ2 . However, we have seen in section III that the
latter are directly related by the simplicity constraints. Indeed, the cross-simplicity constraints are solved by assigning
rotations hτ to tetrahedra, but without forgetting that for tetrahedra sharing a triangle, these normals are correlated
since they live on the plane orthogonal to ⋆Bf . Therefore, correlations between tetrahedra are intimately related to
the gluing process. These correlations are not correctly taken into account in the BC model, because of the gluing
and of the fact that the rotations hτ are considered as independent variables.
The correlations are written in (37) in terms of elements φf,τ living in the U(1) subgroup preserving the self-dual
part b+f of each bivector. The U(1) subgroup preserving b+f is of major physical importance because it enables
to relate the normal directions of neighbouring tetrahedra, and thus describes the whole set of orthogonal vectors
to a given triangle. Let us introduce bivectors Bfτ like in section III. Then we can choose a normal Nf,τ of
reference for each tetrahedron sharing f , encoded in hfτ ∈ SU(2), to impose diagonal simplicity for each piece (f, τ):
b−fτ = −h−1fτ b+fτ hfτ . Cross-simplicity is very easy to impose in this framework:
hfτ = e
iαfτ bˆ+fτ ·
~σ
2 hτ (99)
with αfτ ∈ [0, 4π). bˆ+fτ is the direction of b+fτ , so that hfτh−1τ preserves b+fτ . We then need to introduce some
explicit rules for parallelly transporting Bfτ between adjacent tetrahedra. The norm |b+fτ | = |b−f,τ | is the same
for all τ , and Gττ ′ sends the directions (bˆ+fτ , bˆ−fτ ) of Bfτ to those of Bfτ ′ . One can show that, as far as only the
directions are concerned, it is equivalent to give such rules for the self-dual parts b+fτ together with a rule to relate
the vectors Nfτ between tetrahedra sharing f . Not surprisingly, the latter is of the form (37):
hfτ h
−1
fτ ′(τ) = hfτ g−ττ ′ h
−1
fτ ′ g
−1
+ττ ′ = e
iψf
ττ′
bˆ+fτ ·
~σ
2 (100)
with ψfττ ′ ∈ [0, 4π). Again, the r.h.s. leaves b+fτ invariant. It means that the issue of parallelly transporting Bfτ is
intimately related to that of consistently imposing simplicity.
Another problem of the BC model, as already mentioned in the study of the equations of motion of the BC action,
is that it does not reproduce any discrete analog of Einstein’s equations. We expect in particular the following
relation: Gf (τ)BfτG
−1
f (τ) = Bfτ , where Gf is the holonomy around the dual face f , as a discretization of the
fact that (eI ∧ eJ) ∧ (⋆F )JK = 0 in the continuum (or from the e.o.m. dABIJ = 0 as already discussed). This
relation between the triangles and the holonomies around them can be seen in terms of the vectors Nfτ . Indeed,
Gf (τ) ∈ U(1)b+fτ × U(1)b−fτ implies that though Gf (τ) does not leave Nfτ invariant as in (58), it sends it instead
onto a new vector which still lies on the plane orthogonal to ⋆Bf (τ):
ǫIJKL
[
Gf (τ) ⊲ Nfτ
]J
BKLfτ = 0 (101)
The analog of Einstein’s equations in the Plebanski formulation is obtained by extremizing the action w.r.t. the field
B. In the BC action, this gives equations (58) which are independent of bivectors and require that the normal Nτ
is left invariant by Gfτ . This is due to the fact that the action is built on disjoint tetrahedra and is linear in the
bivectors. However, the above discussion shows that the directions and the norms of b±fτ have quite different roles.
A study of a discrete action built on these ideas and of the resulting spin foam model will appear in a coming paper
[32].
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Conclusion
We have shown that the Barrett-Crane spinfoam model can be derived from a discrete action principle and is
related to a quantization of the geometric (gravitational) sector of Plebanski’s theory. It is based as usual on a BF
term discretized on a triangulation. The simplicity constraints are independently imposed on each tetrahedron and
we explicitly perform the integrals over the bivectors. The Barrett-Crane spin foam amplitude is recovered for a
specific choice of measure weakly imposing diagonal and cross-simplicity. This measure can be translated into the use
of a non-commutative composition of plane waves, and it is argued to be the natural way to proceed in spin foam
computations. We have also proposed an action which sticks tetrahedra together using the SU(2) group structure.
This method straightforwardly leads to the same results and thus implicitly takes into account the above-mentioned
measure.
It is known that the BC model does not precisely correspond to gravity since it does not reproduce the expected
correlations in semi-classical computations of graviton type [9]. The Engle-Pereira-Rovelli (EPR) and Freidel-Krasnov
(FK) models have been proposed to remedy the drawbacks of the BC model. We have here obtained a Lagrangian
formulation of these models by weakening the implementation of the constraints in the lattice path integral. In our
view a better understanding of these models requires a careful study of the regluing process, which sticks tetrahedra
together after imposition of the constraints. The regluing which enables to recover the BC model is that usually
considered in pure BF theory and unconstrained BF-like theories [20]. However, the Lagrange multipliers can be
seen as a source of curvature, so that this regluing yield incorrect rules for parallel transport of bivectors. This
issue is related to the geometric consistency of the constraints and to a faithful accounting for correlations between
neighbouring tetrahedra. These correlations are detailed in section V. Equation (37), whose trace gives the dot
product of the normals to adjacent tetrahedra and thus contains the dihedral angles of Regge calculus, describes them
in terms of variables living in U(1) × U(1) subgroups of Spin(4) which leave each bivector invariant. A proposition
using precisely such variables is under preparation [32].
In the non-geometric sector, the amplitude is built on the 15j-symbol for simple unitary irreducible representations
of Spin(4), exactly like the model only implementing diagonal simplicity. However, they both differ due to the
amplitudes associated to triangles and tetrahedra. A precise introduction of the Immirzi parameter into the partition
function is also proposed and shown to differ from its usual introduction in a measure factor.
Finally, the fusion coefficients, at the root of the EPR and FK spin foam models, are derived starting from the
setting of the BC model supplemented with a non-trivial measure for the Lagrange multipliers. Thus, they appear
to be very natural objects in the context of spin foam quantization of gravity. From this point of view, the main
questions concern the spin data labelling the links of the boundary spin networks and the summation of these 4-simplex
amplitudes, that is to say the choice of weights for triangles and tetrahedra.
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APPENDIX A: SOME USEFUL FORMULAS
SU(2) group elements are parametrized by : g = cos θ + i sin θ nˆ · ~σ, where σ are the Pauli matrices satisfying
[σi, σj ] = 2iǫ
k
ij σk. We define the projection of g onto the Pauli matrices ~p = sin θ nˆ. Thus, the (unnormalized) Haar
measure over SO(3) (restricting the parametrisation to θ ∈ [0, π2 ]) is related to the Lebesgue measure on R3 :
dgSO(3) =
d3p√
1− ~p2 (A1)
The factor (1 − ~p2) 12 restores the compactness of the group when working with the ~p variables, |~p| < 1.
Using test-functions, it is easy to show that : δSO(3)
(
gh−1
)
=
√
1− ~p2g δ(3)(~pg − ~ph). Rewriting the delta over R3
with the usual Fourier transform, we have :∫
d3b ei
[
tr(bg)−tr(bh)
]
=
1√
1− ~p2g
(
δSU(2)
(
gh−1
)
+ δSU(2)
(− gh−1)) = 1|tr g| δSO(3)(gh−1) (A2)
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where b = biτi is a Lie algebra su(2) element, integrated over with the Lebesgue measure, with τi = − i2σi. Such
a formula does not admit a straightforward generalisation as soon as more than two group elements are involved.
Indeed, a sum of ~p variables, ~ph1 + ~ph2 , is not in general the projection of a group element onto the Pauli matrices.
Equation (A2) is very simple, but given the parametrisation of the constraints introduced in section II, it is the only
formula needed in this work to explicitly perform the integrals over the bivectors.
After the integrals over the bivectors, one encounters integrals of products of matrix elements of SU(2) representa-
tions. The basic formulas are that expressing the orthogonality of these matrix elements,∫
dg D
(j1)
ab (g) D
(j2)∗
cd (g) =
1
dj1
δj1j2 δacδbd, (A3)
and that giving the decomposition of a tensor product of representations,
D
(j1)
ab (g) D
(j2)
αβ (g) =
∑
J,A,B
Cj1a
j2
α
J
A C
j1
b
j2
β
J
B D
(J)
AB(g). (A4)
with |j1 − j2| ≤ J ≤ j1 + j2 and −J ≤ j1, j2 ≤ J , and where the coefficients Cj1. j2. J. are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
between the irreducible representations j1 ⊗ j2 → J . One can easily show, using (A3) and (A4), that:∫
dg D
(j1)
ab (g) D
(j2)
cd (g) D
(j3)∗
ef (g) =
1
dj3
Cj1a
j2
c
j3
e C
j1
b
j2
d
j3
f (A5)∫
dg D
(j1)
ab (g) D
(j2)
cd (g) D
(j3)∗
αβ (g) D
(j4)∗
γδ (g) =
∑
J,A,B
1
dJ
Cj1a
j2
c
J
A C
j1
b
j2
d
J
B C
j3
α
j4
γ
J
A C
j3
β
j4
δ
J
B (A6)
One can express these relations with the help of the 3jm-symbols which enjoy better symmetries than the Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients thanks to:
Cj1m1
j2
m2
j3
m3 = (−1)m3+j1−j2
√
dj3
(
j1 j2 j3
m1 m2 −m3
)
(A7)
APPENDIX B: ANOTHER DERIVATION OF THE BC MODEL
We show how cross-simplicity can be imposed on disjoint tetrahedra in the most naive way, that is by simply adding
them to the action. In this framework, the BC model corresponds to a specifically weak imposition of the contraints
corresponding to the measure (25), and not (40). This feature is naturally hidden when we stick the BF action with
the constraints using the SU(2) multiplication, as in section III, a process which respects the SU(2) structure of the
spin foam.
To impose the constraints independently on each tetrahedron, the triangulation has been first broken up into a
disjoint union of tetrahedra. Then, we associate bivectors Bfτ to each face of each tetrahedron, and consider them to
be all independent from each other. We will then impose the cross-simplicity constraints by asking for the equality of
the rotations associated to the triangles of a tetrahedron.
Let us first build the BF action using the variables Bfτ . The construction is similar to that using the wedges. From
the point of view of the 2-complex dual to the triangulation, a wedge is a pair (f, v) formed by a face and one of its
vertices (i.e. a triangle seen in a particular 4-simplex, in the triangulation language). The variables (f, τ) that we use
here are pairs consisting of a face and one of its boundary edges (i.e. a triangle seen in a particular tetrahedron): draw
segments from the center of each dual face towards each of its vertices, as shown figure 2. We thus use decorrelated
bivectors Bfτ for each pair (f, τ). The BF action then couples them to some ’holonomies’ Gfτ around the pieces
(f, τ). Two pieces (f, τ1) and (f, τ2), for tetrahedra τ1 and τ2 sharing f in the same 4-simplex v, have a common link
delimiting them (see figure 2), and which carries a Spin(4) element, Lf,v entering the elements Gfτ1,2 . Integrating
these variables in the path integral can be seen as a regluing process. As discussed in section III C, this regluing
perfectly works as far as there are no sources of curvature, which is the case in BF theory but not in our action for
the BC model. The following action reproduces the usual spin foam model for BF theory:
SBF =
∑
(f,τ)
Tr
(
Bfτ Gfτ
)
(B1)
As noticed in section III, this action is a priori different from the standard discrete BF action (6). The particularity
of BF theory that it is stable under breaking up the triangulation into tetrahedra, 4-simplices or both is directly due
to the fact that it deals with trivial parallel transport around dual faces.
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Let us now present the computations of the partition function from the action SBC , in which the constraints for
the geometric sector are naively introduced:
SBC =
∑
(f,τ)
Tr
(
Bfτ Gfτ
)
+Tr
[
qfτ (b−fτ + h
−1
τ b+fτ hτ )
]
(B2)
where Bfτ , qf,τ and hτ are defined in the local frame of τ . SBC is a function of the Spin(4) group elements Gvτ
(collectively denoting the basic variablesGs(τ)τ and Gτt(τ)) and Lfv, the SU(2) Lagrange multipliers qfτ , the rotations
hτ standing for the normals Nτ to each tetrahedron, and of the bivectors Bfτ . The partition function thus reads:
Zµ =
∫ ∏
(v,τ)
dGvτ
∏
(f,v)
dLfv
∫ ∏
τ
dhτ
∫ ∏
(f,τ)
dBfτ e
iSBF
∏
(f,τ)
δ˜µ
(
b−fτ + h
−1
τ b+fτ hτ
)
(B3)
with δ˜µ(xfτ ) =
∫
SU(2)
dqfτ µ(qfτ ) exp
{
i tr[qfτ xfτ ]
}
(B4)
As tetrahedra have been unstuck, integrating over the bivectors is very easy with (A2) and makes the measure
factors |tr(g)| appear. Then, the integrals over the Lagrange multipliers relate the self-dual parts of the elements
Gfτ = (g+fτ , g−fτ) to their anti-self-dual parts:
Zµ =
∫ ∏
(τ,v)
dGvτ
∏
(f,v)
dLfv
∫ ∏
τ
dhτ
∏
(f,τ)
µ(g−fτ )
(tr g−fτ )2
δ
(
g+fτ hτ g
−1
−fτ h
−1
τ
)
(B5)
Note that, similarly to (23), the group element g+fτ hτ g
−1
−fτ is a kind of parallelly transported Gfτ ⊲hτ of the rotation
hτ , so that Gfτ has to preserve the vector Nτ . This restriction on the fields is responsible for the non-topological
character of the model, and is independent of the measure µ of the Lagrange multpliers. It could have been in fact
anticipated from the action (43) since the latter is linear in the bivectors, so that equation (B5) simply expresses the
projection onto the corresponding equations of motion.
We now restrict attention to the special choice (25) for the measure µ. This amounts to considering only the delta
functions over the group in (B5), and equivalently to use the specific function δ˜µBC (~x) =
J1(|~x|)+J3(|~x|)
|~x| for each pair
(f, τ), instead of the strong condition δ(3)(~x). Integrating the boundary connection variables Lfv is then easily done
since each of them only appears twice. In particular it implies the equality of the representations jfτ , assigned to
the pairs (f, τ) via the expansion of the delta functions into characters, to a single representation jf for each face.
A triangle in a single 4-simplex v being shared by exactly two tetrahedra, let us denote them u(v) and d(v). The
partition function is thus:
ZBC =
∫ ∏
(τ,v)
dGτv
∫ ∏
τ
dhτ
∑
{jf}
∏
f
d2jf
∏
τ
1∏
f⊂∂τ djf
∏
v
[ ∏
f⊂∂v
χjf
(
hu(v)(v) h
−1
d(v),v(v)
)]
(B6)
The rotation hτ (v) stands for the parallelly transported of hτ to the 4-simplex v along the boundary of a dual
face. In (B6), hτ is only transported to its source vertex (in the dual picture) s(τ) and its target vertex t(τ):
hτ (s(τ)) = g+s(τ)τ hτ g
−1
−s(τ)τ and hτ (t(τ)) = g
−1
+τt(τ) hτ g−τt(τ). It means that the vector Nτ , orthogonal to the
tetrahedron τ and defined in its rest-frame, is parallelly transported to the two frames of the 4-simplices sharing
it. Then the character χjf (hu(v)(v)h
−1
d(v)(v)) compares the way the vector N
(0) is mapped into Nτ for two adjacent
tetrahedra at the 4-simplex v. Since the self-dual components g+vτ of the group elements realizing these transports
only appear here in the amplitude, g−vτ and hτ can be absorbed into them by the change of variables (49). This
directly leads to the integral representation of the 10j-symbol, (56).
APPENDIX C: THE BC MODEL IN THE NON-GEOMETRIC SECTOR
The model turns out to be ill-defined if we simply think of imposing b−fτ − h−1τ b+fτhτ = 0 by changing qfτ with
its inverse in the self-dual part of the action (45). It indeed crucially depends on the parity of the number of dual
edges for each dual face. The model becomes well defined if we use the wedge variables, superimposed to the variables
(f, τ) previously used, according to figure 3. Let us stress that all the models derived in this work can be reformulated
using these half-wedge variables. However, since they are only necessary in the present case, we have chosen not to
use them before to simplify the constructions and to obtain more straitghforward interpretations.
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Let us break up the triangulation into a disjoint union of 4-simplices. Thus, there exist as many copies of a given
triangle as it is shared by different 4-simplices. In the dual picture, it is represented by a division of each dual face into
pieces corresponding to the choice of a boundary vertex, that is into pieces (f, v) called wedges. Let us now break up
each 4-simplex into tetrahedra. Since a tetrahedron is shared by two 4-simplices, it means that the number of copies
of a triangle is twice that obtained with the wedges. Thus, with regards to the above-mentioned parity problem of
the number of dual edges, this construction will select the case where each face has an even number of edges, since all
happens as if tetrahedra were chopped into two pieces. A copy of a face is specified by the data of a tetrahedron and
a 4-simplex containing it. The corresponding division of a dual face is presented in figure 3, and we call each piece
(f, τ, v) a half-wedge.
We are now looking for imposing the constraints on each half-wedge, but with the same rotation hτ for half-wedges
of the same face and same tetrahedron, that is imposing the existence of a unique normal Nτ such that Nτ,IB
IJ
fτv = 0
for the two copies of τ . In the naive way to impose the constraints on the action, bivectors have to be independently
assigned to each copy of a triangle, Bfτv, and the regluing of the simplices can be partially done with boundary
variables associated to the links delimiting the pieces (f, τ, v) (the dashed and dotted lines in figure 3). But this can
be done more efficiently with the arguments leading to (45). Having multipliers qfτv to impose the constraints on
each half-wedge, these can be viewed as sources Qfτv = (hτ qfτvh
−1
τ , qfτv) inserted into the holonomies Gf for the
geometric sector. The flipping of the sign from (18) to (32) translates into the change qfτv → q−1fτv in the self-dual
part of the action. We thus define Q˜fτv = (hτ q
−1
fτvh
−1
τ , qfτv). Obviously, for the geometric sector, one can define
the variables qfτ ≡ qfτs(τ)qfτt(τ) and Qfτ ≡ Qfτs(τ)Qfτt(τ) appearing in the action of the BC model (45). This is
however impossible in the non-geometric sector, because of the flipping qfτv → q−1fτv in the self-dual part of the action.
Let us mention a subtlety of the construction. Since a tetrahedron exists in two copies in the shattered triangulation,
these copies have a priori different frames: one for τ in the 4-simplex s(τ) and one for τ in t(τ). We thus introduce
a Spin(4) element G
s(τ)t(τ)
τ responsible for the parallel transport between these two frames. The rotations describing
the same normal in the two frames are related by: h
(s(τ))
τ = g
s(τ)t(τ)
+τ h
(t(τ))
τ g
s(τ)t(τ)−1
−τ . This relation supplements the
following action:
S˜C−S =
∑
f
tr
(
b−f g−v0τ1 qf,τ1,v0 g
v0v1
−τ1 qf,τ1,v1 g−τ1v1 g−v1τ2 qf,τ2,v1 · · ·
)
+ tr
(
b+f g+v0τ1 h
(v0)
τ1 q
−1
f,τ1,v0
gv0v1−τ1 q
−1
f,τ1,v1
h(v1) −1τ1 g+τ1v1 g+v1τ2 h
(v1)
τ2 q
−1
f,τ2,v1
· · ·
) (C1)
This action being linear in the bivectors, integrating them in the partition function is easy:
Z˜ =
∫ ∏
τ
dGs(τ)τdGτt(τ)dG
s(τ)t(τ)
τ
∫ ∏
(f,τ,v)
dqf,τ,v
∏
(τ,v)
dh(v)τ
∏
f
δ
(
g−v0τ1 qf,τ1,v0 g
v0v1
−τ1 qf,τ1,v1 g−τ1v1 g−v1τ2 qf,τ2,v1 · · ·
)
δ
(
g+v0τ1 h
(v0)
τ1 q
−1
f,τ1,v0
gv0v1−τ1 q
−1
f,τ1,v1
h(v1) −1τ1 g+τ1v1 g+v1τ2 h
(v1)
τ2 q
−1
f,τ2,v1
· · ·
)
(C2)
Expanding the delta functions introduces representations j+f and j−f labelling faces. Integrating the SU(2) vari-
ables qfτv is very standard, using the orthogonality relation (A3). It enforces the equalities j+f = j−f = jf , eliminates
the rotations h
(v)
τ , and recombines the holonomies around the dual faces Gf = Gv0τ1G
v0v1
τ1 Gτ1v1 · · · , exactly as ex-
plained in section IIID. We can thus turn to the variables Gτ ≡ Gs(τ)Gs(τ)t(τ)τ Gτt(τ) representing parallel transport
between the 4-simplices s(τ) and t(τ). It means in particular that the elements G
s(τ)t(τ)
τ can be gauge fixed to the
identity, so that the action can be simplified to that presented in section III, (68). One finally ends up with the
spin foam model of equation (72), whose difference with the model for BF theory restricted to Spin(4) simple rep-
resentations, implementing simplicity of each bivector independently and presented in section II, lies in the face and
tetrahedron amplitudes.
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